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hat is up with Georgia? Back
in the early ’90s, it seemed like
anyone with an Oklahoma accent
was getting signed the minute their feet
hit Nashville pavement. And many of them
became huge stars. Lately, it’s the Georgia
folks having a peachy time on the charts.
Looking at Country Aircheck’s Top 100
(December issue), fully 20 songs have
Georgia roots, beating out Oklahoma (11),
Texas (10) and Tennessee (8). The disparity

holds at the top of the chart, too, with
six of last year’s top 20 songs carrying a
Georgia drawl, with Texas twang ringing
out in only three.
If Jason, Zac, the Lady A guys, Luke, Billy
and the others know the reason behind
the sudden emergence of this creatively
powerful syndicate, they’re not saying. It’s
possible the Don has instituted an omerta.
Or maybe they’re just making fans an offer
they can’t refuse.

Annual Review: John Esposito
R

emember when Warner Bros. was still known
as the “Artist Protection Program” and nobody
knew what an Espo was? That’s right, one
year ago this issue, Country Aircheck introduced the
country community to new Warner Music Nashville
President John Esposito. This was before the hire of
SVP/Promotion Chris Stacey and the final formation
of the second promotion staff, Warner Atlantic
Reprise. Twelve months later, WMN seems to have
raised the profile of its artists significantly. So we
asked Espo how he thinks the past year has gone:

CA: What successes stand out to you?
JE: Clearly the most amazing thing for us as a company and for
me personally is seeing Blake Shelton elevated to an entirely
new level. I needed a flashpoint to ignite the building, and most
of the roster were brand-new or relatively new artists. We were
blessed to have in-hand two tracks from Blake we thought
would be high-charting singles. Both became No. 1s. It couldn’t
have been done if he wasn’t managed by people who happen to
be true partners. Every step was carefully crafted.
What happened to my staff, and not just in promotion, but the
whole team, is this idea that, “Wow, we’re not so quiet anymore.”
People here needed something to energize them, and there’s nothing
like having a No. 1 record and then releasing an album we took a
chance on to become Blake’s highest-charting
debut ever. A lot of people at radio had been
rooting for Blake for a long time, and they just
wanted us to be consistent in what we delivered.
You’re also having some hard-fought
success with JaneDear girls...
For us, “Wildflower” has been about showing
the world, and particularly Country radio, that
we have a tenacity we haven’t shown in many
years. When you have nothing but debut artists,
you are fighting to get into the 40s. It’s easy
to give up, but when you stick with it – we’re
almost 45 weeks in and on the verge of top 10
– it shows people the commitment they want
to see. If radio is going to invest its precious
airtime, and I say that with all sincerity, we
have to show them we’re not just throwing stuff
against the wall to see what sticks.

What has the last year taught you?
When you’re in New York City and hearing how long it takes
for a record to make it up the chart – and then actually seeing it
in person – those are two completely different things. Getting to
week 25 on a new artist here … in Rock or pop we’d already be
on the second single.
What do you think you’ve done well?
I hope what I’ve done best is listen. I didn’t come here to
prove I was the smartest guy or to tell people how business
should be done. I’ve heard from people that I’ve brought
an energy and enthusiasm. And, I hope, nobody questions
whether I eat, breathe and sleep music, and that seems to
engender enthusiasm. When promotion
gets a single, they understand there is
no wavering. We’re not going to hand
them something that we have any second
thoughts about.

“

We’re
not
going
to hand
promotion
something
that we
have any
second
thoughts
about.

”

What did you learn at CRS 2010?
Well, I learned that everybody telling me that CRS was all but over was
incorrect. It was a great use of my time. Beside the benefit of building
relationships, I got to see how hammered radio people are with smaller
staffs and more hats to wear. As an old salesman, I know everybody has
a different key, so if a guy’s working 24 hours already, you don’t bug
him until you find the right time and the right way.

Do you have any disappointments or things
you wish you’d done better?
I feel like I have such a long way to go in
my understanding of the format. I could
stop doing everything else and take a
four-week course for 10 hours a day, but
I don’t have the luxury of stealing time
away from all the other things I need to
be doing. I want to be able to read the
chart better than anybody in the business;
I have to learn the truth as fast as
possible so I can help us react and make
better decisions.

How do you feel heading into this Seminar?
A lot more confident. I was actually a little anxious last
year that people would look at my resume and think,
“How the hell did he get down here to run a country
label?” Having done so many radio visits, I’ve developed
a lot of friendships, so I feel I’m going into a friendly
environment.
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App Pull Of Our Eye
Now you’ve got an entirely new and justified reason for fiddling with your phone
during CRS – the 2011 CRS smartphone app from CRB and Country Aircheck. Your
entire seminar experience can be steered through one handy portal. Thank us later:

1. Get the app.
Personalize
your agenda.

2. Hit your first
session. Post
your review to
Facebook.
Or Twitter.
Or both.

3. Jump
into the
Jam. Snap
a pic
right
from
the app.

4. Find
dinner ...
and how
to get
there.

5. Head back to the
hotel ... and don’t
forget these.

No matter how you slice it, there’s something to
be said for being the biggest fish in the pond.
Sure, top market stations draw bigger audiences in
highly competitive situations, but the ability to draw
anything approaching a fifth of all radio listening is a
remarkable feat, regardless of market size. Here are
the top 12-plus-rated Country stations in America, as
measured in Arbitron’s Fall 2010 book:
Rank Station 		

(Owner)

Share

1. WTHI/Terre Haute, IN

(Emmis)

21.5

2. WILQ/Williamsport, PA

(Backyard)

20.1

3. WXBQ/Johnson City, TN

(Bristol)

19.8

4. WQBE/Charleston, WV

(Bristol)

19.4

5. WLLR/Quad Cities, IA-IL (Clear Channel)

19.1

6. WOVK/Wheeling, WV

Clear Channel)

18.5

7. WIVK/Knoxville

(Citadel)

18.3

8. WUSQ/Winchester, VA

(Clear Channel)

18.1

9. WKSF/Asheville, NC

(Clear Channel)

17.8

9. WFRE/Frederick, MD

(Aloha Station Trust) 17.8
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Dale
Carter
Still Plenty Of Game Left
With an easy laugh and a
love of radio going back
almost as far as he can
remember, Dale Carter
has, in his own words,
been “blessed.” Nurtured
by teachers, advisers and
mentors such as Jaye
Albright, Joe Patrick and
Scott Huskey, among many
others, Dale has turned his
The Late Harry Caray and Dale Carter
passion into a five-decade
profession. His impressive
on-air and programming career has led him to 16 years in mornings and as PD
at KFKF/Kansas City. The stadium announcer for the Kansas City Chiefs, Dale
still makes time to bring his award-winning play-by-play skills to high school
football Friday nights each autumn on KCWJ/Blue Springs, MO.
A group of us kids hung out together and
played radio back in Evansville, IN. I lived
in the basement of my parent’s house and
rigged up an on-air red light at the top of
the stairs so that nobody would come down
there. At 14, my dream job was to be the
voice of the Chicago Cubs. I had this little
black-and-white TV, and would do playby-play of games into a tape recorder. My
stepfather was a police officer, and one of his
side jobs was as security for a bank in town.
At their Christmas party, they gave him a 45

“

You’d go to the podium to read it, and Ray’s
at his desk circling in red every word you
mispronounce. Mine was virtually all red, but
that was probably the spark that got me going
down the road.
At my first station, GM Red Walker was a
bigwig at our church. I told him, “I’ve been
taking these radio classes and I think I want
to do this.” As any good GM would do,
he put me on to his PD Tiny Hughes, who
was not. Tiny Hughes looked like Charlie
Daniels, only bigger. He weighed about

Dale Turner, who was at RCA, and David
Haley, who was at MCA. One of the first
letters I got was from Dale, went, “Hey,
Dale! My name’s Dale, too! I’m at RCA,
and congrats on getting the gig. We’ll be
working closely with you.” Dale and David
didn’t care that we weren’t a reporter, and
that’s one of the things that’s always meant
something to me. Those two guys have a
special place in my heart because they cared
even though at the time we couldn’t do
anything for them.

He went, came back, and said, “OK, I cried
twice. You can do it.”
At WWYZ, the afternoon guy Floyd Wright
didn’t like me at all. Here’s this 28-year-old
kid from Indiana coming to Connecticut. They
called me “Mr. Haynie” behind my back.
Floyd was telling people, “Hmph! Next thing
you know, we’ll be playing Kitty Wells.” I
didn’t even know who she was. “Achy Breaky
Heart” was the big single then, and I was doing
a remote on Floyd’s show. I took a cart, put

Being inducted is a great achievement,
but I’ve got mixed emotions because
I know I’m not done.

with their jingle package. So I had my first
commercials, and then I thought, “I can make
my own.” I recorded a half-hour of our top 40
station, WJPS – a station I ended up working
for – and that’s what I went to bed listening to
every night.
Benjamin Bosse High School had a radio
department. Probably the most influential
person on my career was our radio teacher
Ray Begarly. We had “Phase Elective English”
with classes such as “Radio Directing.” I
took ‘em all. On day one of “Introduction to
Radio,” Ray gave us this script called “Cold
Copy” – a nonsensical piece of copy with
every commonly mispronounced word on it.

400 pounds and had the big beard and hat.
At the old DJ Convention at the Hilton, he
mooned everybody from the glass elevator.
Tiny would let me sit in on his shift, and
one day he said, “I’ve got midnight-6am
on Sunday. It pays $2.90 an hour, and if
you want it, you can have it.” You have no
idea how thrilled I was. My first night was
crazy. Tiny didn’t like to fire people, and as
a PD for 26 years, I don’t like it, either. But
he said, “When you get there, the overnight
person is probably going to come in. Just
tell her we don’t need her anymore.” I’m
15 years old, waiting for ABC News to be
over at midnight, and she comes sauntering
in. She looks at me sitting behind the board,
and goes, “Well, guess I’m fired.” And she
turned around and walked out. I didn’t have
to say a word.
Beasley’s WYNG/Evansville, IN was a
big 50-kw FM Country station, but was
not making a dent against my old 1-kw AM
WROZ. CJ Jones, who promoted me to PD,
came in with a plan. He said, “We’re going
to do marketing, billboards, television. We’re
going to really move this thing in the right
direction” and we did. In the spring of ‘85,
we rolled in a 17.5, up from a 6 or 7 share. I
thought, “Man, this is easy.” I was Beasley’s
co-PD of the Year in 1985. And then the next
book we went from a 17 to a 9. I’m thinking,
“Maybe this a little harder than I thought.”

In Like Clint: When Clint Black came to
Evansville for the first time in 1990, he got
the “big star” treatment from Dale and
WYNG, and spent part of the day shopping
for boots.

We were not an R&R reporter yet, but
there were two guys who called me on day
one and have been dearest friends ever since:

St. Jude is among my proudest accomplishments.
Brian Monell from the Louisville office
came to see me in Evansville in 1991. Up
to that point, there really wasn’t a Country
Cares; the radiothons were on whatever the
big stick was in town. In Evansville, that
was AC WIKY, which raised about $15,000.
Brian said, “I really want you to jump on
board.” And I replied, “Let me get this
straight: You want me to give up two days of
my station and beg for money? Absolutely
not.” Brian said, “Fly to Memphis and see
for yourself.” I had never flown before then
and was terrified of heights. I remember CJ
telling me early on, “If you don’t get on a
plane, Evansville will be the end of your
universe.”
So it was off to Memphis on one of those
little turbo-props with our sales manager Ron
Eberhardt, a very spiritual guy. I rationalized,
“I’m with Ron on a mission to St. Jude to help
sick kids. If this is the end, then I’m destined!”
But we made it, I was sold on Country Cares,
and we did $50,000 the first time.
When I got to WWYZ/Hartford, I called
Claire Murtha at St. Jude. She’d been
trying to get the station for years, and about
dropped the phone. WWYZ has since raised
millions of dollars. When I came to KFKF,
same deal. I told the GM, “I really believe
in St. Jude.” He said, “We have Children’s
Mercy Hospital and the KU Med Center. We
really don’t want to do that.” St. Jude was
having a session at CRS. I said, “Go to their
presentation and tell me what you think.”

”

a Kitty Wells tune on it, labeled it “Billy Ray
Cyrus” and put it in the studio. He fires it up,
and you hear him open the mic, “What the hell
is this?!” Then this explosion on the air as
Floyd goes into a different song. After that we
became good friends.
I was the ninth PD in 13 years at KFKF
when I came here. We’ll have a reunion of
all the PDs including Ted Cramer, Rusty
Walker, Ray Massie, John St. John, Jim
Murphy, Dean James – a “Who’s Who.”
When I came here, I thought, “Wow. I’m
going to be in a town that’s got Major
League Baseball and the NFL. Where do I
sign up for Chiefs tickets?” Then the sales
manager said, “You won’t work here long
enough to get through the waiting list.”

Being inducted is a great achievement, but
I’ve got mixed emotions because I know I’m
not done. The people holding my mortgage are
hoping I keep a gig for a lot longer. It really
means something to know my plaque will
hang on the same wall with my heroes. One is
Ted Cramer, who started this station in 1963
– the year I was born – and here I am, having
programmed it for the last 16 years, with Ted
now on my staff.
I’m doing everything I’ve ever wanted in my
professional life. Since the second grade I’ve
wanted to be in politics, and now I’m on the
city council. I’ve got a pretty terrific family,
and I want to enjoy it. As far as I’m concerned,
I’ll be waking up Kansas City as long as they’ll
let me.
CAC
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Charlie
Cook

A Little Luck, A Lot Of Talent

Last year’s CRB President’s Award
recipient, Charlie Cook is known
not only as one of Country’s leading
programming minds, but also and
more important, as a true friend
to the industry. His countless
hours serving broadcasters in
leadership and mentorship roles
are well known, and he has recently
embraced a fresh challenge by
returning to West Virginia, where he
spent three formative years, to help West Virginia Radio Corp. take its business
to the next level. (above) All-Star Lineup: Here’s Charlie (left), at the Billboard
Convention Awards dinner in the late ’70s in Toronto, where he won Small Market
Country DJ of the Year, congratulated by Ed Salamon (c) and WHN’s Lee Arnold,
who won Major Market DJ that evening.

My first day as a Country disc jockey did not
get off to a good start. I had just been hired at
WSDS/Ypsilanti, MI to do noon-3pm , and that
day my show was to be a remote broadcast for
a furniture store in Plymouth, a Detroit suburb.
I was so nervous, thinking that people would
actually be listening, that I was physically ill and
missed the first couple of breaks. I remember
being in the back of the store in the mop room/
restroom, embarrassed and late on my first day.

I adopted the name Cook at WSDS. After Denver,
I went to WWVA/Wheeling, WV, and replaced
Bob Finnegan. There already was a Bob Berry, Bob
Knight, Bob Cain and Bob Barwick on staff. They
said I could be anyone but Bob Clayton, the name
I’d used in Denver. I chose Charlie because Charlie
Rich and Charley Pride were big acts, and because
WSDS’ owner was a great guy named Bob Koch
[pron. “Cook”]. I took his last name, and Charlie
Cook was born around 1975.

Later on at WSDS, I did something I wasn’t
aware was a no-no. I was 22 or 23, and entered

When I received the President’s Award last
year, I mentioned I have had three friends

“

time at KLAC, but Al Brady Law was in his
firing phase at that point, and I was out when
Don Kelly retired as GM and Law came in. Al
stayed in that job 53 days.
It turned out to be “right place, right time”
because I joined the fledgling McVay Media.
Mike and I had been friends for years, and
in 1983 I asked him if he wanted to branch
out into Country. I spent the next 13 years
with Mike and Doris, and they were the best
bosses I ever had. One highlight has been the
incredible number of people I met and worked

more recently, as Radio Committee Chair. The
organization has grown so much over the past
30 years, with a charitable arm and staffed with
real people who care so much about country
music and Country radio.
This is an amazing business. Owners,
managers and programmers take chances on
people often based only on the applicant’s
desire. When Ross Biederman took a flyer on
a raw kid from Detroit whose only fulltime job
at that point was driving a dry cleaner’s truck,
most people thought he was crazy. He actually

”

My real luck has been that I have been a disc
jockey… and I still consider
myself a hillbilly DJ.

the Billboard Disc Jockey of the Year competition.
Back then, Billboard gave out awards to
personalities in various formats, regardless of
market size. You can imagine how surprised I
was to be a finalist. It was like Houston, Dallas
Cincinnati ... and a guy from a 500-watt daytimer
in Ypsilanti. I didn’t win, but being nominated
gave me the confidence to apply to bigger markets,
and about a year later, I moved up to Denver.

for 30+ years who all came into my life
over a short time span. I met Lon Helton at
KLAK/Denver. Then, when I left Denver
for Wheeling, I met Mike McVay, and then
Ed Salamon at a Billboard convention while
working at WWVA. That was my big break
because in 1978, I went to work for Ed at
WHN/New York. My daughter Izzy calls both
Lon and Mike “uncle,” and Ed is her godfather.

WSDS was also my first PD job. I got the
post because everyone else stepped back when
the owner asked for volunteers. While PD,
I also had to let someone go. Firing DJs has
become an art form in recent years, but back
in the early ’70s it was very difficult for a
23-year-old kid.

After WHN, I stayed with Storer Broadcasting
by going to Miami, working for the recently
retired Dan DiLoreto. He was a great manager
and gave me a lot of room to grow and program.
From there, it was off to Los Angeles in 1980
with Neil Rockoff, who had been GM at WHN.
We switched KHJ-AM to Country to go against
KLAC. By the time we flipped, KZLA-FM
had jumped into the format. KHJ still did well
because most of the Country fans in L.A. were
still on AM. (Today, most of them are invisible!)

Friends In High Places: During his
McVay Media days, Charlie hangs with a
young Garth Brooks and Cap Cities/ABC
executive Norm Schrutt.
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I like to take credit for Rick Dees’ success.
I failed to renew Rick’s contract before we
flipped to Country because I didn’t see the
format the way he did. He wanted to have
characters like “Tammy WhyNot” and “Charlie
Proud.” I wish Rick would’ve paid me a nickel
for every dollar he went on to make at KIISFM/Los Angeles and beyond. My letting his
contract expire was the best thing that ever
happened to him.
After a couple of years, I left KHJ to go
across the street to KLAC. I really enjoyed my

with all over the country … the world, really.
I still hear from DJs and programmers who
remind me we worked together. Some are
actually nice about it.

might have been, but things worked out. Ross
is still active in Traverse City, MI, and I will
bet that there are hundreds of broadcasters
today that owe him their start.

By 1996 the stress of being on the road 230
days a year finally caught up with me. It had just
taken 24 hours to fly from L.A. to a client station
in Shreveport, including a bus from Dallas. I
had had enough. Two days later, Ed Salamon
called from Westwood One and said, “Are you
ready yet?” That was all I needed to hear, and we
worked together for the next 10 years.

I consider myself very fortunate to be going
into the Hall of Fame with this particular class.
I met Lee Rogers in the early ‘70s when I
worked at KLAK. Lee did afternoons, I did
7pm-midnight and Lon did overnights. Not
many stations can say three of their jocks made
it to the Hall of Fame.

When I joined West Virginia Radio earlier
this year, a half-dozen colleagues wrote to
welcome me and reminded me how I had
consulted them 15-20 years ago. I think this
says a great deal about the company because,
so many years later, these people are still there.
I’ve been very lucky to do a syndicated show
on and off since the early ’80s. That has also
allowed me to get acquainted with so many
broadcasters. Every once in awhile, someone
will tease me that they ran Coor’s Country
News or Country Music’s Top Ten. Today, I
host The Road for United Stations and can
connect with programmers all over the country
about the show.
Another big part of my career has been my
long association with the ACM. They have
been incredible supporters, having allowed
me to participate as Chairman, President and,

I met Dene Hallam just as he was getting into
radio, and I remember that he sent me a box
of matches when he was at WFEC/Harrisburg.
Now, you might not think that this is much of
a gift, but the matches were from an Italian
restaurant there named Catalano’s, which is my
legal name.
I have respected the success that Dale Carter
has had for so many years, and, of course, have
enjoyed working with him on the Seminar.
My real luck has been that I have been a
disc jockey… and I still consider myself a
hillbilly DJ. I’ve been a programmer, served
at a network and worked out of corporate
offices twice. I’ve done a national radio show
for Mutual, JB Productions, WW1 and now
USRN. Either I simply can’t keep a job, or I
have tried to sample a little of everything. That
way, when I grow up, I’ll really know what I
want to settle on.
CAC

Dene
Hallam
Hit Finder & Radio Mastermind
“Hey, pal!” Larger than life, irrepressible, bighearted, meticulous – Dene Whittington Hallam
III was all that and more. Widely praised for
possessing “golden ears” for hidden hits and the
boldness to play them, Hallam loved music as a
fan and programmed as a relentless competitor.
After starting at WFEC/Harrisburg under the
mentoring of Ed Salamon, he delivered success
from coast to coast at such giants as WEEP/
Pitttsburgh, WHN and WKHK/New York, KKBQ/
Houston and WKHX/Atlanta. He most recently was
involved in expanding syndication of Moby In the
Morning. A CMA Award recipient, Hallam died Nov.
20, 2009, but his legacy lives on through the Hallam
Daughters Educational Trust, to which friends can
contribute via co-trustee Moby Enterprises. Here
are memories from some of his closest friends.

Dene Hallam
with Moby

Ed Salamon: As a consultant, I gave Dene
opportunities because he delivered results. He
was one of the few PDs who you could count on
to be effective at making a positive, measurable
ratings difference wherever he worked.
Dene’s qualities of being detail-oriented and
uncompromising when he knew he was right
were big reasons why he was successful. Dene
would call you up at any hour: “Hey, pal, I just
heard this record, and you gotta hear it!”
Dene was into the details of programming
from the first time I met him, even before he
had even worked fulltime at a station. He’d

“

in two months with Dene at WEEP than in four
years at Northwestern. He taught me to think
more critically about programming, promotions,
marketing, sales relations – everything. Dene
was a perpetual student of the game. He was
always forward-thinking and wanted to know
what the next new thing was. Dene was really
good at spotting cultural trends.
At WHN, competing against him at WKHK,
I’d announce the premiere of a song, knowing
he’d hear it and try to get it on before me. And
he usually was successful. I’d say, “At 2pm,
we’re going to play “Islands In The Stream”;

wrong; a lot of people don’t want to admit
that. He always did what he believed was
best for the station, not what was politically
correct. He seemed intimidating to record
people to a certain degree, but really was a
puppy dog inside.
I was like one of Dene’s “disciples.” He was
very proud of people such as Jeff Garrison,
John Trapane, Barry Mardit and every jock
he hired or artist who went on to accomplish
better things. When it comes to broadcasting
excellence, there’ve been very few who
dedicated as much time and effort as Dene.

Mike McVay: Dene was gregarious and full of
life. He also was unfiltered; he said whatever
was on his mind. What I also loved about Dene
was his amazing passion and ability to always be
on. It would be wrong to say Dene was [purely]
a Country guy. He was a radio guy because he
also was amazingly creative as an AC and Oldies
programmer, as well – someone you could send
in to fix a station in mere moments. Dene was
very talent-oriented, and once hired former NFL
star Conrad Dobler as the perfect, aggressive
personality for our K.C. Sports station after seeing
him in a Miller Lite spot. Dene had the ability to

Dene was a genuine person and friend to
those of us who were fortunate enough to
be close to him.

ask, “Why is it that way, and not this way?” He
wanted to understand everything. He was just a
natural in the programming business from the
passion he had for the medium and the music.
One time in Atlanta, Dene was in a
competitive battle and got a local Wal-Mart
employee to give him the new George Strait CD
before it was released. That’s the kind of length
Dene would go to in order to play the hottest
artist first for his listeners, and was an example
of how he moved the ratings needle forward.
In a business where so many relationships
are superficial, Dene was a genuine person and
friend – no matter whether he was up or down
– to those of us who were fortunate enough
to be close to him. That kind of honesty and
courage is what I miss most about him.
Joel Raab: I may have learned more in radio

Don’t Happen Twice: When Kenny Chesney
opened for Alabama in the mid ’90s, some
special friends stopped by for his Phoenix
show. Shown (l-r) are KMLE MD Gwen
Foster, Chesney, KMLE PD Jeff Garrison,
KKBQ/Houston PD Dene Hallam and
WUBE/Cincinnati PD Tim Closson.
03
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we had received an acetate of it that morning.
Of course, he had it on by 1pm.
Because we knew each other, it was a game
of chess. Willie Nelson did his picnic at Giants
Stadium, and both radio stations were vying
for more visibility. We handed out these nice
lithographs of all the artists at the concert. It was
a hot day, and in a brilliant move, Dene gave out
fans to everyone that said, “I’m a fan of WKHK.”
I think Dene would be thrilled and, frankly,
pleasantly surprised to know he’s been
inducted. In spite of the big ego people thought
he had, in some ways he was insecure. I’m not
sure he knew how well-respected he was.
Kevin Herring: When I was 21, WWWW/
Detroit was my first radio job, and I worked
as Dene’s assistant for eight months. I believe
Dene’s in the Hall of Fame because of his
intangibles – the little things that make the big
difference at being a better broadcaster. Dene
was my mentor in many ways. His 24/7 work
ethic amazed me, and until his daughters were
born, radio was the No. 1 thing in his life.
Dene always was thinking of unconventional
angles to get his station attention. He’d put
artists on as DJs; they could play and talk
about anything. He’d even make them read
commercials and PSAs so they’d get a
perspective of what we in radio did. When
Lacy J. Dalton came to W4 with her single
“Wild Turkey,” Dene brought in a live wild
turkey and let the damn thing loose in the
studio. Lacy J. about died.
To this day, I believe Dene had the best
ears in radio. He was right way more than

Barry Mardit: When Dene interviewed me for
a job at WFEC, he noticed that I’d been a 99X/
New York request line operator, just as he’d
been. In that job, nobody has any respect for
you, so he understood early on the importance
of giving credit and positive reinforcement to
people. If you were a good worker, he’d go to
the end of the earth to brag about you and your
ideas, and try to move you ahead. That helped
me get to Pittsburgh.
When Dene was at WEEP and I was PD at
WFEC, he told me he had just gotten Kenny
Rogers’ new single, “Love Or Something
Like It,” before anyone else. I said, “Dene,
I’d do anything to get a copy and play it
tomorrow morning.” He actually put the 45
on a Greyhound, and I picked it up in the
middle of the night. Who else but Dene would
agree to this? Dene was so passionate about
whatever he believed in and felt he had to
share it with the world right then. He told me
about ZBB’s “Chicken Fried” a year before it
even charted.
One time Dene was craving a Nathan’s hot
dog, and we drove two hours from Harrisburg
to Times Square just to get one. When I visited
him at KBZT/San Diego, he suggested we go
down to Tijuana. Coming back, the customs
officer asked, “Do you have anything to
declare?” I said, “I’ve got this sombrero and
shawl for my parents.” And Dene turns to me
and says, “Why don’t you tell him about the
cocaine?” The closest I come to coke is a sixpack of Diet. I’m surprised they didn’t do a
body search, but they also didn’t let Dene keep
the wicker hamper he bought!
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hear the station in his head and convey that sound
to his staff. He was closer to being like a movie
director in the creativity he had, and he always
knew that what he was doing would work. Dene
was a real leader.

Moby: Dene and I worked together at
WKHX, and developed a pretty good
relationship. At Moby Enterprises, I brought
Dene in to make sales calls and grow the
network. He eventually took over as PD,
and it was great for my network to have
him sitting in that chair. He loved being
involved in the music, and got me many good
interviews. The prize closet stayed full because
he had done so much for so many people. I
always told him how much we appreciated all
that he did for us. While he lived in our home
for 19 months and worked for me for three
years, we became family.
Dene was very meticulous, and so successful
so many times it was hard to argue with him. He
offered to critique me; he wouldn’t have been
Dene if he hadn’t! I realized the strength of the
source, and it would have been stupid not to
listen to him. I wanted to hear what Dene was
thinking because I had the benefit of having one
of the greatest PDs in Country radio sitting in an
office downstairs from my studio.
Dene drove me crazy, but I loved him like
a brother, and was proud to deliver the eulogy.
I already can hear him programming the
celestial music at the Gates of Heaven, telling
St. Peter, “Hey, pal, I love the band, but I think
you need a few more trumpets, and maybe hold
the harps back a little!”
CAC

Barry Kent
There’s No Place Like Home

Terre Haute, IN was more than a
great town for Barry Kent to start
his career, it’s also where he’s
spent his entire 42 years in the
business. For the last 29, Kent’s
been at Emmis’ market-dominant
Country WTHI, which he has
consistently led to 20+ shares. As
OM for WTHI and Classic Rock
WWVR, Kent appreciates what
hometown stations can mean for
a community. He also recognizes
the opportunities they gave to
someone in love with radio since
childhood, including the chance to
meet his favorite listener, his wife
Kelly, while spinning Top 40 hits
at crosstown WBOW as a young
“Rockin’ Barry Kent.”
When I was getting ready for school, my
mother always used to turn on the Top 40
station, which had a block of Country from
4-6am. People used to give me radios, and many
had shortwave bands. That led to a fascination
with ham radio, and I got my license at 14. I
tried to see how far away I could pick up AM
stations, listening to Bill Mack at WBAP/
Dallas and other legendary jocks at WABC/New
York and all the Chicago stations. I also would
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changing 45s on the air. His wife just let it run
all day long while she did housework.
The phone rang constantly during my 7pmmidnight shift at Top 40 WBOW back in
1970; we were the station in town. You get to
talking to the girls, “Hi, who are you? What
do you look like?” At personal appearances
and remotes, it was like, “Hey, come back
to the station and we’ll cut an audition tape.

offered me the job, but I had a no-compete
contract with WBOW. Fortunately, I was able
to talk my way out of it. I think the station’s
new GM thought I didn’t have a chance to get
another job here in town, let alone go to the
direct AM competitor. Being local helped me
get the job at WTHI, as Dave told me he was
tired of hiring somebody from out of town who
would leave after a few months. So I showed
him that my non-compete had been canceled,

lot, and the families come to get them. Seeing
the looks in the eyes of these parents, knowing
that their kid’s going to get a new bike for
Christmas, is priceless. The “thank yous” are,
too. The power of this station and the reach we
have is scary sometimes.
We staged our first appreciation concert in
the ‘80s; I think it was TG Sheppard. We’d
presented several country concerts at the
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The power of this station and the
reach we have is scary sometimes.

listen to the Grand Ole Opry and Grant Turner
announcing, thinking, “This is too cool.” How
radio worked was just magic to me.
By high school, I knew I was going to be in
radio somehow. My mom thought it was a bit
of a pipe dream, but she helped me buy some
of my first ham radio equipment. Our mailman
was a ham radio operator, and found out that I
was, too. He worked part-time at then-Gospel
WWVR, and told me they were looking for an
evening announcer and board operator. He helped
me study for my FCC Third Class license and
even drove me to Indianapolis to take the test. I
passed and got the job! My first day, I was scared
to death. The guy I relieved, Dick Lee, had been
in radio for years and had a voice just out of this
world. He gave me a run-through on taking the
transmitter readings, then said, “Well, I’ll see ya!”
and walked out the door. But I had everything
laid out and don’t think I had much dead air. It
paid $1.25 an hour, enough for the tank of gas to
get me there every day. We own that station now;
it’s right across the hall.
In the summer of ‘69, I got a job doing
mornings at WPFR, named after the owner/
engineer Paul Ford, who built his Country
FM station on his back porch. The tower was
in a field behind his house and the studio and
transmitter were in his backyard. To play the
45s, there was one automatic Garrard turntable/
changer. He said, “Just take some of those songs
and put ‘em on the changer, and talk until the
needle sets down, and then turn the pot up and
let the music play. When the song is over, just
pot it down and talk until the next record drops.”
At home, you could hear the record changer
03
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Let’s go into the production room. I’ll show
you the ropes.” It’s one way to meet the girls,
that’s for sure. But this one girl kept calling me
every night. She had a nice voice, so I decided,
“Hey, it’s time we meet each other.” Kelly was a
teenager, and I wasn’t much older than she was.
I met her one evening outside her home, and
we walked, sat, talked for awhile and have been
talking ever since. We were married in 1974.
After starting out at $85 a week, I became
PD at WBOW-AM & FM in 1975 and also
did afternoons. In 1982 the stations changed
ownership and management, and for some
reason the new GM didn’t like me. I heard
there was a PD opening at WTHI, where
[Country Radio Hall of Famer] Bobby Kraig
had once been PD, as had [former Lyric Street
VP] Dale Turner. Then-GM Dave Liston

In It For Radio: As many new artists do
each year at CRS, newcomer Shania Twain
takes time to hang with WTHI’s Barry Kent.

started the next day, and have been coming into
this building ever since.
WTHI was the AM Country leader, with
a fledging FM Country station that had been
Easy Listening. We took the AM Oldies and
I started on the FM, doing afternoons. The
building was constructed in 1890, and the TV
station took priority, so the FM had been pretty
neglected. The control board, on a table held
up by a 2x4 under the leg, had wires hanging
underneath, and I was afraid to put my legs
there for fear of being electrocuted. But I knew
the potential was there because Country was
hot. Outlying stations were pulling ratings, and
we took off running pretty quickly.
I’ve always tried to be a leader musically,
and make sure the jock talks up the fact that
this is a new song or artist. I will start a new
song in evenings and weekends, but if it gets
some requests and sounds good on-air, we’ll
move it into a better rotation real quick. I
remember playing the Judds real early. I was
at the Nashville Palace during CRS, when
RCA’s Dale Turner came over and said, “Hey,
I want you to meet our latest act, the Judds.”
Here were Naomi and Wynonna in long, blue
sequined dresses. Wow. As soon as I got back
to the station, I listened and put ‘em on.
Community service is very important to
me. An engineering school here volunteers to
put bicycles together for Toys For Tots each
year, and this time we raised enough money to
buy 450 bikes. The students get together on a
Saturday with 20-30 assembly lines, having a
ball. Then we line the bikes up on the parking

10,000-seat Indiana State University’s arena
over the years, but this time we decided to
do our own. People lined up around the corner
to pick up free tickets during live broadcasts at
sponsor locations. The night of the show, you
could look into the faces of people walking
around as if, “Wow. I’ve never been to anything
like this before.” I realized these were people
who couldn’t afford the $15 to go to a concert.
We had a bunch of new people who’d never seen
a show, and we were their ticket. Pretty cool.
I can walk into the Kroger and the checkout
person will say, “Hey, Barry, I heard you
on the air this morning.” It embarrasses my
younger son to death. Somebody will stop us
at Wal-Mart and say, “Hey, how you doin’?”
and want to talk. And my son will say, “Dad,
who was that?” I’ll reply, “I don’t know, but
he’s a listener and we gotta treat ‘em nice.”
Many listeners remember when our first
child was born or heard me talk about the car
accident when I hit the deer. It’s part of what
keeps you here. Years ago, I had aspirations
to work at WLS/Chicago or WABC or WSM/
Nashville, but as you put roots down, they’re
harder to pull up. I feel blessed to be able to
do something I love in my hometown, to work
with good companies and such great people.

When I first got interested in radio, I never
really thought about being on the air, and
had no inkling that I’d ever be in any kind of
Hall of Fame. I feel very humble, I tell you.
I was joking with the people here, saying,
“Well, there’s another thing I can mark off
my bucket list.” The fact is, it pretty much is
the bucket list.
CAC

Bill Payne
Living Up To His Reputation

Starting out at 12 (left) on his father’s
station KWHP-AM/Cushing, OK in
1952, Bill Payne parlayed his love of
country music and the radio business
into what is now a six-station group.
He honed his on-air craft working for
Top 40 pioneer Todd Storz, became
a skilled radio engineer, and, at age
22, built a successful FM station in
his Edmond, OK home, putting up his
refrigerator as collateral for turntables.
Bill, who is still on the air every day
at 71, gave a foothold to countless
nationally-known broadcasters such as Michael Elder, Kevin Metheny, Ken Fearnow and
well-known OKC talent Mike Munday, Tom Furlong, Bill Lacy, Johnny Bond, Ben Buckland
and many others. When Payne joined KOMA he worked with Don Schaeffer, Don Bruce,
PD Hot Rod Roddy, Sweed Daddy Ron Thompson and Don Hodges, not to mention his
six-time Marconi nominee son, Will Payne. With a devotion to community service across
southeastern Oklahoma, you could say Bill is an original “prairie home companion.”
My dad, William Payne, was an attorney
and Oklahoma Congressman Will Rogers’
press secretary. He loved country music. I
remember him playing Eddy Arnold’s “I’ll
Hold You In My Heart Until I Can Hold You In
My Arms” over and over. He once took me to
see Ernest Tubb in Washington, DC, presented
by [promoter and founding CMA President]
Connie B. Gay.
My parents let me move to my
grandmother’s home in Edmond, while
my father was waiting for his FCC station
license. I liked Edmond much better than DC
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five cents a bottle. I was always hanging around
the engineers, and later did the morning show.
One morning, when our engineer/morning
announcer quit without any notice, my dad
kicked me out of bed and said, “Get over there
and turn that transmitter on and get us on the air,
because you’re the only one who knows how!”
My radio career began that morning.
When I was 18, I was employed by country
entertainer/station owner Jack Beasley.
He gave me the opportunity as a First Class
Engineer to install the wiring and equipment
on the first daytime Country station KLPR/

my initials, too, the call letters were named in
honor of my father, and I’m proud of that. Our
garage was remodeled to house the control
room and office. The transmitter was in our
spare bedroom.
We erected a 77-foot tower in the backyard.
Our home was in a residential area, not zoned
for a station; that’s how naïve I was. The one
house the tower could possibly fall on was
next door, but I had put up guy wires for 100mph winds. Our neighbor said, “Bill, I see
how you built that tower. That’s not going
anywhere.” So I thought I was OK. But three

training, and they were able to tell employers
that they had on-air experience.
Our Edmond station was a family affair,
with Mom (Gail, bookkeeper) and our three
daughters – Anne, Kelly and Haydon, working
at various jobs including airwork.
Our son Will started on the air at KTFX/
Tulsa in 1985, also at age 12. On Sunday
morning, he would come in with me and we
would do The Bill and Will Show. I would
say, “You’re listening to The Bill …” and he’d
announce, “…and Will Show.” As he got more
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The one house the tower could possibly fall
on was next door, but I had put up guy-wires
for 100-mph winds.

because of the small-town atmosphere. My
loving grandmother knew just how to keep a
young boy on the right track. In 1952, when
my father’s license came through, we moved
to Cushing, where my dad started KWHPAM. Frankly, as a youngster, I had no image
of myself until I got into radio, and I became
popular and respected. It was the turning point
in my life. After all, I had a good reputation to
live up to.
After starting KWHP-AM, my dad gave me
my first job at age 12 hosting Bill Payne’s
Record Shop, playing country records. I
wasn’t paid anything, but got to refill the Coke
machine and keep any profits I could make at

Oklahoma City when the station moved to
their new building. As the morning man, my
beat included going to police station at 3:30am
to look at the crime blotter and see what went
on overnight. Next, I’d head over to the fire
department to see if there were any fires. As the
morning show DJ, I would also report the news.
In 1959, I was hired by GM Jack Sampson
to join 50-kw Top 40 KOMA/OKC to do
the combo DJ/engineer job from midnight-6
for owner Todd Storz and program manager
Graham Richards. Personally, I thought if
a song was commercial, we should play it.
Graham disagreed, and later I understood why.
I made the mistake of breaking the rules and
played by request Bobby Vee’s new single,
“Rubber Ball.” The next day, Richards called
and said, “ “What are you doing playing that
off-the-wall song?” I said, “Well, I thought it
was good.” He said, “It wasn’t on the playlist
and if you ever do that again, you’re fired!”
After we got a gold record for it, he called
back later on and said, “OK, you got lucky on
that one.”
With 50,000 watts at night, the atmosphere
was so electric at KOMA that those long
fluorescent bulbs would light up, even across
the street. We had cheerleaders coming over
with them, twirling them like batons.

Pearls Of Wisdom: Here’s Bill with the late
Opry legend Minnie Pearl in the mid-’80s
at an artist taping session during CMA’s
Fan Fair.
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In 1962, I was 22 when we built KWHPFM/Edmond in our home. Although they are

days before we were to go on-air, the mayor
and city manager called me and asked, “What
are you doing starting a station in your home?
You can’t do that.” I said, “Why can’t I? Look
across the street. There’s a beauty shop over
there.” They said, “You make a lot of noise; we
can’t have that.” I explained, “Radio doesn’t
make any noise. It’s radio waves!” The mayor
said, “Well, we would like to have this station
here. Let me see what we can do.” So they
researched all the laws, which were written
before radio, and couldn’t find radio listed. The
mayor called back and said, “I think we can get
away with this.”
To get listeners, I called as many people in
the phone book as we could, but only 10% of
them had FM radios. Many told me that their
FM tuner section didn’t work; the tubes had
burned out. A Reader’s Digest article said FM
would exceed AM in five years, and I would
take that story around to advertisers to show
them what was coming. Getting business was
real tough. I used to tell myself, “I’m not going
home until I sell something today.” So I didn’t
quit. And to this day I always tell people, “If
you don’t quit, you can’t lose.”
Times were so difficult that we started the
Oklahoma Academy of Broadcasting, a
school to train DJs. Because of this school, we
were able to train students that became local
radio announcers; some went on to national
acclaim. The school allowed the DJs on-the-air

experience, we expanded what he said to song
titles and artists. Later, we added temperature
and other bits. The Bill and Will Show was
unique and became the only program on our
station that was No. 1! At age 15, he began his
first solo show.

Will became our manager and morning
personality at KITX (K95.5) in Hugo at 22,
and has been there for going on 16 years. His
ratings quickly grew in Oklahoma. When Will
added Barry Diamond from Paris, TX to the
Morning Circus Show, the two talents together
were great. The program became No. 1 on both
sides of the border. The Will and Barry show
was launched, and the duo are recognized as
community leaders.
My advice to younger personalities is just to
let people know that you care about them. In
1957, at KWRW/Guthrie, Senior Wally Seeds
(an announcer and minister) told me, “Bill, if
you really want to be the communicator, you
need to smile when you’re talking into the
microphone. Enunciate clearly and talk with
passion to one person that you love and care
about.” So when I do my shows, that’s how
it’s done – in a loving and helping way. People
simply relate to folks who care about them.

Today, at our radio stations, we stress that we
must go out and help and love people, and let
them know that we care. I believe that’s what
people want to know.”
CAC

Lee
Rogers
He’s Got Your “Six”

Growing up on a small farm in
rural Washington State, Lee
Rogers once walked four miles
just to see his favorite DJ, the
now legendary Pat O’Day, do a
remote. He served in Vietnam,
and worked his way up from a
northern Minnesota daytimer to
eventually program top stations
in Seattle, Minneapolis, San
Diego and Jacksonville before
taking the reins at KUPL/
Portland, where he also held
down mornings from 1995 through 2009. A former touring bandleader
and passionate team defender, Rogers has the uncanny ability to
connect with the country life-group and unify everyone around him.
When I was around 21, a guy in our Air
Force barracks in Duluth, MN did a weekend
show at Top 40 station there, and he invited
me to sit in the studio with him. He gave
me AP and commercial copy to take back
to the barracks, and he’d critique me after
I’d sit with a little Teac reel-to-reel and
phonograph, talking over the intros, reading
the copy. I had just been married and was
looking for a place to live. A guy who owned
the trailer we found happened to be GM at
nearby 250-watt daytimer WKLK/Cloquet.
When I went to see him about the place, he
was on the air. I went in the studio, and said,
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they heated the building in the wintertime. I
did the morning show, and froze my butt off.
KBFW/Bellingham, WA was owned by Fred
Danz, who owned almost every drive-in movie
theater from southern California to northern
Washington. He built a new drive-in theater
and put our station on the second floor with the
projection equipment. Fred added a couch, and
we got to see all the movies for free.
I’ve played music all my life, but always
considered myself more of a businessman than
a musician. When I put bands together, I did

You gain a P1 listener forever the
moment they think, “Wow. That person is
just like me.” And you can only do that by
sharing who you are. The morning of 9/11,
I was on the air at KUPL, playing Brooks
& Dunn’s “Only In America” when we
got the AP word of the first plane hitting
the World Trade Center. I cried on the
air. I immediately knew it was terrorists,
got on the air and said, “You dirty little
cowards. Put on a damn uniform and stand
up and fight like a man.” I called the local
Army recruiting office live on the air and
volunteered. Of course, I was almost 60

great programming was. But he couldn’t help
himself and started to micro-manage me. I
walked into his office and threw my keys on
his desk and said, “If you want to program the
station, here are the keys to my office. If you
don’t, then let me do my job. That’s what you
hired me for.” And we had a mutual respect for
one another from that day on.
One rainy night we were doing a big
KRPM/Seattle event at the Riverside Inn,
and Jaye Albright was PD at KMPS. I
had our flyers in plastic sandwich bags
and I was going out to put them on the

Every talent working for me
knew I would fight for them for
everything I could get.

“I’ve always wanted to do that.” He said,
“Really? Sit down!” It turned out he was,
as GM, on the air from 6am-11pm every
day. He was willing to do anything to get
relief, and started showing me how to run the
board. I got $50 a week and all the records I
could eat, and knew right then that radio was
all I ever wanted to do.

all the booking, paid everybody and bought all
the equipment. Because I was on the radio at
the same time, I was able to cross-promote my
radio and band jobs and always had the bestpaid bands in town. I played mostly rhythm
guitar and bass, but if my drummer needed to
throw up, I could play drums long enough for
him to get outside and come back.

I moved back to Washington and worked at
daytimer KBAM/Longview. The owner was
so cheap that he built a hood over the 5-kw
transmitter, put a fan in it, and that was how

While at KMPS around 1976, the Jack
Roberts Agency in Seattle hired my band,
Lee Rogers & Stampede Pass, to back
several Grand Ole Opry stars on tour
through the Northwest and Canada. For two
weeks, I traveled with Webb Pierce, Minnie
Pearl, Don Gibson, Hank Snow and others.
One night we were at a gym in Yakima,
changing clothes for a show nearby. Don
told me he wrote “Oh, Lonesome Me” and
“I Can’t Stop Loving You” in the same day
within a couple of hours. I said, “Dude, you
must have been on a bummer that day.” We
sat in the shower room, watching Merle
Travis pick with my guitar player while
Don sang some of the great songs he’d
written and recorded. Minnie Pearl used to
introduce my band each night, and saved
me for last. She’d say, “And now, I want to
introduce you to the bandleader. He’s such
a handsome man.” I had a beard at the time.
She said, “When I first met Lee, he asked
me, ‘Minnie, do you mind kissing a man
with a beard?’ I told him, “Heck no, I never
mind trompin’ through a little brush to get
to a picnic.”

Heavy Metal: In recognition for regularly
attending the funerals of Portland
soldiers, paying homage to them on-air
at KUPL and playing the National Anthem
daily, Vietnam veteran Lee Rogers was
presented with the Veterans of Oregon
Honorable Service Medal.
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years old. So I formed “Rogers’ Rangers.”
I said, “This is for old guys like me who
want to, but can’t. All you need is to have
the desire to fight.” We gathered as a group
a few times, and I still hear from some of
them today. Each morning, I’d say, “Never
forget 9/11. We’re proud to be Americans”
and play the National Anthem. I did that
every day at 7am until the day I left Dec.
18, 2009.
At every personal appearance, pre-concert
party or station event, I would shake hands
and thank every person who would make the
effort to come out. To win the street battle
against my competitor, I wanted every P1,
P2 or P3 to the country life-group to feel that
my station wanted their business more than
the other guy. Our people were not allowed
to stand behind a table and wait for someone
to come up. It was their job to get out from
behind and work the front. And those P2s
and P3s became P1s to the station or that
personality instantly.
Whenever I’d fly in for a job interview, I
could walk in the station and tell within 15
minutes whether there was any magic. The
first thing I ever set out to do at a station was
to create camaraderie and that magic in the
hallways because I felt that happiness could be
heard on the air.
KEEY/Minneapolis GM Mick Anselmo
hired me to fix the station, and knew what
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windshields of every car in the parking lot.
I get outside, and see a doggone KMPS
flyer under the windshield of the first car!
I’m running around putting KRPM flyers
on, and she’s following right behind,
taking mine off and putting theirs on, and
I’m doing the same thing. But there was
no animosity because we respected each
other’s competitiveness. That made us
better and became a cornerstone of our
friendship.

I’d take a bullet for Jaye Albright, Charlie
Cook, Lon Helton, and many others. That’s
one of the qualities that I looked for in my
employees and wanted to display to them:
“This is a guy I would follow out of the
trenches.” If we were under fire in a trench,
and a guy jumped up and said, “Let’s go,”
I’d follow him because he would take the
bullet first. And that’s what I mean by
saying I’d always attend station functions –
pumpin’ paws and slappin’ backs – because
that’s what I’d ask of my talent.

As we used to say in Vietnam, the leader is
in the 12 o’clock position, and the guy right
behind is at six o’clock. So the guy who had
your back “had your six.” I believed that every
talent working for me knew in their hearts
that when I sat down in front of the GM at
renewal or review time I would fight for them
for everything I could get. You have to stand
up for your station and employees. You have to
have their six.
CAC

CRB Career Achievement Award

The
Judds
Great Radio Adventurers
Signed to RCA by Joe Galante in 1983, The Judds earned their first No. 1 with
“Mama He’s Crazy” and went on to remarkable airplay, sales and awards success.
Country Aircheck spoke to Naomi and Wynonna, who recently completed their Last
Encore Tour, about their recollections of and relationship to Country radio.
CA: What are your earliest memories of listening to the radio?
Naomi: We were such a blue-collar family and never listened to music
on the radio. We were pretty bare-bones as far as art. Back in those times,
when dinosaurs roamed the earth, radio was a huge thing on Saturdays.
We would listen to Buster Brown, Jack Benny and Fibber McGee &
Molly. Radio had a huge part in firing my imagination. When you shut
down the visual sense, I could really go away and get hyper-enmeshed.
Fast-forward: Wy, Ashley and I were living in a house with no heat
– it was a fishing camp during the summer months – and on Saturday
night we would listen to the Grand Ole Opry as I washed our clothes. It
was a ritual. We had no TV and no telephone.
Wynnona: I have two memories. One was being a little girl

“

get up for a 6am station visit and be dolled up like we were going to
the Grammys. In those days I wore seamed hose. I don’t even know
how long it took me to do hair and makeup and get dressed like that.
One morning we got up at an insane hour to get ready. Before we
left, I noticed my boots were kind of junky, so I went to the tub to
rinse them off. Wy had forgotten to push down the shower switch and
I got blasted with water. I could barely look at her the whole day.
Do you remember the first time you heard one of your songs
on the radio?
Naomi: It was a rainy evening about 5 o’clock. We were in
Nashville on Thompson Lane in front of a donut place when all

“America’s Sweethearts.” I think they called us that at one point. It
was pretty hilarious and corny. I felt like we were getting away with
something we weren’t supposed to. It’s like getting into a party and
you’re going to hang out as long as you can until they throw you out. I
swear, that’s how I felt.
I remember one of our first Country Radio Seminars so distinctly.
We were at one of those big, long tables separated by dividers, sitting
next to Alabama, and their line was like 250 people. I think Mom and I
had three people in our line. I remember Mom saying, “You know what,
I should have baked cookies. If we had cookies, we’d get more over
here.” Of course, the next year we had more, and before long, we had
the 250. But getting there was definitely a slow climb. And I’m actually
really thankful that it happened that way.
Naomi: I had a sense even though I couldn’t articulate it back then.
We’d be on the cover of Cashbox. We’d get a good review. We’d be No.
1 on Billboard. Robert Oermann would say we were great. And I loved
that because I had my daughter. I was probably the oldest person signed
to RCA, but we were able to crawl out of poverty. My daughter, who
was not designed to work a 9-to-5, had found her place in the world.

”

We would get up for a 6am
station visit and be dolled up like
we were going to the Grammys.

listening to AM. My Pawpaw listened to baseball, and I remember
that AM sound so distinctly. I also remember living in Appalachia on
the mountaintop with no TV, no telephone and listening to the radio in
my room. When I moved to Nashville in 1978, I had a little transistor
radio that I used to listen to constantly. So I have had quite a love affair
with radio, and if you’ve read the book and seen the movie, Mom and I
spent a year on the longest campaign in the history of radio.
What do you remember about that first radio tour?
Wynonna: These characters from the label would get in a car with
us and we would drive all day. We called it the “shake and howdy,”
the “grip ‘n’ grin.” And at the end of the day, they would take us to
a hotel conference room, invite the local radio people and we’d sing
live. RCA just sent us on this adventure to meet every radio person
in the United States. We had Gaylen [Adams] in Atlanta and Carson
[Schreiber] in California. We’d fly in, get in the backseat of a car, my
mother smelling of Jungle Gardenia and I’d get a headache.
Naomi: We had never traveled. We hadn’t been to Dallas,
Seattle or Salt Lake City, so we were wide-eyed. We put on weight
because we ate all these big meals. We called it “The Great American
Restaurant Tour.” One of our reps, Jack Weston, had a shirt made that
said that.
One naiveté was that we shared a hotel room. It never occurred to
us we could have our own rooms. And we were so eager. We would

of a sudden, “Had A Dream” came on. We were quiet, listening,
then the DJ said, “That’s The Judds on WSM Radio.” We were
over the moon, pounding on the windows and screaming. I
actually used to call in to WSIX and WSM, disguise my voice
and request the song.
Wynonna: I heard the guitar and then the lyrics, and I
remember going, “Holy crap.” Our producer was driving and I
think it was timed for us to be in the car. I’ll never forget it.
Do you remember watching “Mama He’s Crazy” climb the charts?
Wynonna: Oh, heck yes. I was beside myself. When it went No.
1, I thought I had won the lottery. And I kind of did, actually.
Naomi: We were in the studio with Brent Maher. We lived for
the Billboard. One of the reps would call us before 5pm on Friday. I
know it’s not good for you, psychologically, to need that report card
from society, but back then we planned our life around it.
When you were racking up all those hits, did you ever
think, “Hey, this is easy”? Or did you really appreciate how
remarkable that was?
Wynonna: Both. When you’re that young and ignorant, you still
think there’s a Santa Claus. But it was a lot of hard work. I don’t ever
remember having time off. I do remember how hard it was to keep
that momentum going. Maybe we made it look easy because we were

Does it mean something special to you to be receiving this
award the same night Joe Galante is honored with the CRB
President’s Award?
Naomi: I can’t think of another soul who would be more
appropriate. We liked him the first time we met him. He had on
a Tommy Bahama shirt and was so low-key in his short sleeves
and slacks. We’d never met anyone that important before, and I
think we expected him to be a Mafioso in sunglasses.
He came over to me at a recent event, hugged me and said,
“I love you.” He had a reflective look in his eyes. That was as
meaningful as getting an award. I thought about how grateful I
am that there are people in this industry I cherish, and there are
so many in the business I feel that way about.
What does your relationship with radio mean to you?
Wynnona: The thing I’m most proud of is that I keep
showing up, and radio does, too. It is a community. Whether
I have a song on the charts or not, I really feel supported by a
group of people who have been with me for 25 years. We’ve
bypassed the audition. We’re now into, “If you don’t play
this record, you’ll play the next.” I don’t care who you are,
you have to earn that place, and I think that’s really good for
artists because we can get into a feeling of entitlement. And
radio keeps us honest.
CAC
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Joe
Galante
Think You Know Joe?
President’s
Award
Much has been written about former
Sony Music Nashville Chairman Joe
Galante since he announced his
decision to step down from the label
group he’d been a part of for 39 years.
Most recently, Galante was featured in
Country Aircheck’s December issue, in
which he chatted with celebrated air
personality Gerry House about a wide
range of topics. And his contributions
to country music, Country radio,
CRB and its seminar could fill more
pages than are contained in this issue. So rather than tell tales
of his storied success, business acumen and wide-ranging
influence, this profile turns to a handful of close associates who
understand Galante on a more personal level.
Think you know Joe? Think again.
Randy Goodman: When Joe and I came
back from New York in early 1995, we often
had discussions about whether there was any
benefit to hiring independent promoters. Of
course, in New York it was simply a matter of
course to use the independents, and Joe didn’t
like it. Our attitude kind of was, “Thank God
we’re going back to Nashville.”
At some point, after we’d been back
awhile, Joe came into my office and told me
we were going to hire a certain person as an
independent promoter. He said, “I need for
you to expedite this, arrange for payment
and take care of it.” My response was, “I beg
your pardon, what?” It was completely out of
character from everything we did in a strategic
or philosophical sense. But Joe asked me to do
it, and that’s what I did.
Joe never told me any of this, but I found
out later that the person we’d hired had
fallen on hard times. Joe learned about it
and made a decision to help out, not as a
gift, but to say, “Come work with us. There
are some expectations, but we’ll pay you
and it will help.”
Later, I had a conversation with that person,
who told me that Joe’s generous decision,
even though it was a relatively small amount
of money, made a huge impact. It was a real
lifeline, and nobody really knew. Joe’s viewed

Dog Gone Crazy: Galante and Gizmo
staying warm in New York City.

as this incredibly fiscally disciplined executive,
and he is, but he took time out of his crazy day
and my crazy day to make something happen.
He wasn’t going to turn a blind eye.
Nancy Russell: Most people know the
business side of Joe. There’s no doubt he’s in a
very competitive business and can be a tough
businessman. You don’t get to that level without
having that. But Joe has never forgotten the
humble beginnings he came from. That shows in
the kind of friend he is. He’s never selected his
friends based on what they have or what level of
success they have. A dinner party at Joe’s house
is a very diverse group.
When I took time away from the business,
as busy an executive as he was, not a week
went by I didn’t hear from him three times.
He would just check in, ask what was going
on and inquire about how I was doing. I know
if he was doing that for me, there were other
people he was doing that for, as well – all
while running the biggest label in town. Before
my dad passed away, Joe remembered every
time there was a doctor’s visit or procedure and
checked in to see how he was doing, despite
having never met my dad. He’s one of the
greatest friends a person could ask for.
Butch Waugh: Unless you have had the
privilege to work with Joe, you may not be
aware he is a 24-hour-a-day strategy meeting.
Yes, he absolutely possesses all the traits of a
great leader, but Joe also believes in and strives
for an overall strong country music industry.
He’s always given so much energy to find
the next generation of country artists, but he
gives the same energy and time to identify the
next generation of music executives. He takes
time to work with, nurture and educate young
people, and Sony Nashville and the entire
industry is peppered with excellent industryleading executives who first walked through
the doors of RCA Records and Sony Nashville
as interns seeking an opportunity. Over the
past almost 40 years, if a young, aspiring and
talented person wanted to be an executive in
the country music industry, then Joe Galante
was the person to hang your star on.

well. Joe is a true man of his word. He’s never
lied to me or played games. He’s a great record
man, but he’s a great artist’s man, too. He
always kept the artist’s best interests in mind,
even though technically he was supposed to
put the company’s interests first. There’s a
great charitable side to Joe, too. He’s worked
tirelessly for the T.J. Martell Foundation, and
I’ve seen him melt for animals.
It may not always be on display, but Joe’s
an emotional guy – he is Italian, after all. He’s
fiercely loyal, especially when it comes to
family and those close enough to be family. He
takes care of friends in a very personal way,
and his loyalty extends far beyond what is
good just for business.
When Dale Morris’ son passed away in the
mid-’90s, Joe was there every day in so many
ways for Dale. Not just sending flowers or a
note, but in a far more personal, supportive
way. Joe was one of first people I called when
I began going through a divorce. He told me he
been through this and knew what I was going
through. He checked up on me continually,
even calling me over the holidays to see how I
was doing. And there was no talk about any of
the artists we manage who are on his label. It
was about us, as human beings. And those are
the kinds of the things you never forget.

Clint Higham: Joe developed a reputation
over the years of being an all-business, nononsense, hard-nosed, ball-busting type of
guy. And he is all those things, but through
the years I’ve seen Joe’s heart many times, as

Phran Galante: When I first met Joe, he had
five beautiful golden retrievers, but he kept
them outside. He didn’t believe dogs should
be allowed in the house. Of course, these dogs
didn’t have what you’d call a typical doghouse.

It was heated and air-conditioned. But I was
still bothered by the fact that he didn’t want
them in the house. Fast-forward a few years,
and Joe currently sleeps with three dogs in the
bed – Phelony, Lexie and Fergie. And he loves
every bit of it.
Brad Paisley: I came to know Joe when he
became the head of Arista. I hadn’t had
much interaction with him up to that point,
so I was nervous about dealing with a
new “leader.” His reputation had preceded
him. To this day, legends abound about his
business prowess and tenacity. I figured I
would be dealing with a professional piranha
of business – a tiger and carnivore of the
record world. Honestly, I was a little scared.
And then it seemed like as soon as he
walked in the room, instantly the ice melted. I
was greeted with the warmest hug, unbridled
excitement in his eyes and an air of confidence
in me. I was sold. I realized that the legends
of his business prowess are most likely true
in results only, and not at all accurate in his
execution of those results. His warmth and
enthusiasm never dwindled in 10 years of
dealing with one another.
I am hard-pressed to find a more enthusiastic
audience for my music than Joe. Or a more
sympathetic ear when I need one. Or a quicker
laugh at one of my jokes or stories. So let the
“when animals attack like …” legends remain.
Just know that underneath, he’s closer to the
Wonder Pets. Incredibly effective and cute as
a button. 			
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

CRB/Country Aircheck Award Nominees
The second annual Country Radio Broadcasters/Country Aircheck Awards celebrate
the year’s top professionals who have exhibited excellence in Country radio and the
music business. Congratulations to all the 2011 CRB/CA Awards nominees:

Major Market Station
(metros 1-25)
KEEY/Minneapolis
WQYK-FM/Tampa
WUSN/Chicago
WXTU/Philadelphia
WYCD/Detroit

Small Market Market Manager/GM
(metros 101+)
Kent Dunn, WKXC/Augusta, GA
John Laton, WLLR/Quad Cities, IA-IL
Ken Salyer, WKSF/Asheville, NC
John Tilson, KKNU/Eugene, OR
Leonard Wheeler, WSLC/Roanoke, VA

Medium Market Music Director
(metros 51-100)
Rick Brooks, WOGK/Gainesville
Spencer Burke, KIZN/Boise
Kristina Carlyle, KRST/Albuquerque
Dave Taft, WBCT/Grand Rapids
Jeni Taylor, WPCV/Lakeland

Large Market Station
(metros 26-50)
KAJA/San Antonio
KASE/Austin
WCOL/Columbus, OH
WFMS/Indianapolis
WMIL/Milwaukee

Major Market OM/PD
(metros 1-25)
Mike Culotta, WQYK-FM/Tampa
Mike Moore, KWJJ/Portland
Tim Roberts, WYCD/Detroit
Meg Stevens, WPOC/Baltimore &
WMZQ/Washington
Gregg Swedberg, KEEY/Minneapolis

Small Market Music Director
(metros 101+)
Stephanie Crist, KMDL/Lafayette, LA
Brian Hatfield, WKSF/Asheville, NC
Adam Jeffries, KJUG/Visalia, CA
Dave Michaels, WQHK/Ft. Wayne, IN
Scott Schuler, KRWQ/Medford, OR

Medium Market Station
(metros 51-100)
KFDI/Wichita
WAMZ/Louisville
WBCT/Grand Rapids
WIVK/Knoxville
WYRK/Buffalo
Small Market Station
(metros 101+)
KATM/Modesto, CA
WKSF/Asheville, NC
WTHI/Terre Haute, IN
WUSY/Chattanooga, TN
WXBQ/Johnson City, TN
Major Market Market Manager/GM
(metros 1-25)
Dan Bennett, KPLX/Dallas
Natalie Conner, WXTU/Philadelphia
Debbie Kenyon, WYCD/Detroit
Mark Krieschen,
KKBQ & KTHT/Houston
Paul O’Malley, KSCS/Dallas &
WKHX/Atlanta
Large Market Market Manager/GM
(metros 26-50)
Nate Deaton, KRTY/San Jose
Tom English, WSIX/Nashville
Marc Harrell, KBEQ & KFKF/Kansas
City
Pam McKay, KASE & KVET-FM/
Austin
Jeff Tyler, WMIL/Milwaukee
Medium Market Market Manager/GM
(metros 51-100)
David Coppock, WKSJ/Mobile
Thom Mandel, WQMX/Akron
Eric McCart, Journal/Wichita
Jim Robertson, WOGK/Gainesville
Jeff Silver, WYRK/Buffalo
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Large Market OM/PD
(metros 26-50)
John Crenshaw, WCOL/Columbus,
OH
Keith Kaufman, WSIX/Nashville
Mike Kennedy, KBEQ/Kansas City
Travis Moon, KAJA/San Antonio
Kerry Wolfe, WMIL/Milwaukee
Medium Market OM/PD
(metros 51-100)
Bill Black, WKSJ/Mobile
Beverlee Brannigan, KFDI/Wichita
“Mr. Bob” Forrester, WOGK/
Gainesville
Mike Hammond, WIVK/Knoxville
Sue Wilson, WQMX/Akron
Small Market OM/PD
(metros 101+)
Jeff Davis, WKSF/Asheville, NC
Scott Donato, WGTY/York, PA
T Gentry, WXKC/Augusta, GA
Bill Hagy, WXBQ/Johnson City, TN
Rob Kelley, WQHK/Ft. Wayne, IN
Major Market Music Director
(metros 1-25)
Marci Braun, WUSN/Chicago
JD Greene, KEEY/Minneapolis
Lance Houston, WUBL/Atlanta
Jay Roberts, WQYK-FM/Tampa
Ginny Rogers, WKLB/Boston
Large Market Music Director
(metros 26-50)
TJ McEntire, KBEQ/Kansas City
Mark McKay, WGH-FM/Norfolk
Mitch Morgan, WMIL/Milwaukee
Bob Pickett, KASE/Austin
Jessica Tyler, WCTK/Providence

Major Market Personality/Show
(metros 1-25)
Fitz In The Morning, KKWF/Seattle
Cornbread Morning Show, WIL/St.
Louis
Paul Schadt, Meg Butterly & Geof
Knight, WKKT/Charlotte
Lisa Dent & Ramblin’ Ray, WUSN/
Chicago
The Doctor Don Morning Show With
Rachael And Grunwald, WYCD/Detroit
Large Market Personality/Show
(metros 26-50)
Mike Kennedy, Jillian Gregg, Zeke
Montana, KBEQ/Kansas City
Dale And Mary In The Morning,
KFKF/Kansas City
Frogmen In The Morning, KFRG/
Riverside
Karen Delassandro, Scott, Radar,
WMIL/Milwaukee
Gerry House & The House
Foundation, WSIX/Nashville
Medium Market Personality/Show
(metros 51-100)
Andy And Allison, WIVK/Knoxville
Dan & Shelby, WKSJ/Mobile
John And Tammy, WMAD/Madison
Mr. Bob Morning Show, WOGK/
Gainesville
Wynn & Wilson In The Morning,
WQMX/Akron
Small Market Personality/Show
(metros 101+)
Barrett, Fox & Berry (Bill Barrett, Tim
Fox, Tracy Berry), KKNU/Eugene, OR
The Eddie Foxx Show with Sharon
Green, WKSF/Asheville, NC
Dan, Dude And Lori Mae, WQHK/Ft.
Wayne, IN
Robynn & Brett, WSLC/Roanoke, VA
Dex & Mo, WUSY/Chattanooga, TN

National/Syndicated
Personality/Show
CMT Radio Live with Cody Alan
Kix Brooks, American Country
Countdown
AfterMidnite with Blair Garner
Bob Kingsley, Country Top 40
Big D & Bubba
Platinum Label
Arista
BNA
Capitol
MCA
Mercury
Gold Label
Big Machine
Bigger Picture
Broken Bow
Curb
Valory
VP/Promotion
Skip Bishop, Sony/Nashville
Steve Hodges, Capitol
Damon Moberly, Mercury
Jack Purcell, Big Machine
Royce Risser, UMG/Nashville
Director/National Promotion
George Briner, Valory
Buffy Cooper, BNA
Mike Rogers, Curb
Lesly Tyson, Arista
Bobby Young, Republic Nashville
Regional Promotion
Cliff Blake, Columbia
Charlie Dean, Mercury
Lori Hartigan, Arista
Erik Powell, Big Machine
John Trapane, Capitol
Independent Promotion Team
or Executive
CO5
Diane Richey Promotion
Marco Promotions
New Revolution
Nine North
“New Face Of Country” Professional
John Esposito,
Warner Music/Nashville
Dan Persigehl, WUBL/Atlanta
Tim Pohlman, CBS Radio/Phoenix
Mike Preston, KKWF/Seattle
Buddy Scott, WUSN/Chicago
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Radio
Proliferating
Promotion Pros ...
And What It Means

T

he buzz at November’s CMA Awards remotes centered around unexpected appearances from
Tim McGraw, Alan Jackson and Taylor Swift. In contrast to the notion that A-list artists no longer
need or have time for remotes, the visits were evidence of a hands-on approach to radio. And
it may be no coincidence that all three artists had or soon would have an experienced radio
professional on their management team.
For McGraw, it’s former Lyric Street promotion rep Neda Tobin at Red Light. Jackson’s manager
was in the process of bringing in former Sony and radio veteran Maurice Miner. And longtime
Pittsburgh radio executive Frank Bell would soon join Swift’s 13 Management.
They are far from alone. Not only is the concept of dedicating a management staffer to radio
not new, it’s being employed more frequently. The reasons behind the shift are numerous,
including the continuing decline of the record company as a center of power. At the same time,
label promotion teams still take the lead with music, which can make navigating the artistmanager-label dynamic tricky.

Backup Plan

None of this, however, is a surprise to the dean of
management firms’ radio execs, Turner Nichols & Associates’
Ed Mascolo. “I thought it might have happened faster, actually
– especially with some of the really big managers,” he says.
The idea originated with Reba’s manager and husband Narvel
Blackstock. “Narvel had discussions with [MCA head] Bruce
Hinton about getting the right person to work with the label,
Reba and radio,” Mascolo explains. “He also talked to Lon
Helton about whether I was the right guy.”
Hired in the late ’90s at Starstruck Entertainment, Mascolo
brought a wealth of experience in label record promotion to his
new position. So he was the first to attempt working with a label
without making them feel like someone
was looking over their shoulders. He took
those lessons with him to Turner Nichols,
where he worked with Rascal Flatts before
their departure, and continues to work with
Easton Corbin and the JaneDear girls.
“It was a little uncomfortable at first,”
Mascolo says of dealing with the label in
his first days with Reba. “But it worked
Ed Mascolo
out great, and I became really good friends
with [MCA promotion execs] David Haley,
Bill Macky and Royce Risser. My relationship with [Lyric
Street’s] Kevin Herring was always great. I kept making it clear
to everyone that I’m not trying to bury you guys, I’m trying to
make this a better relationship for our act at your label.
“The important thing about this type of a job,” he
continues, “is letting the label know you’re there to help on one

act. When Flatts were at Lyric Street, they always had six or
seven other acts. My discussions with the label were, we don’t
care about anybody else. I was hired for one goal, and it’s the
same at Mercury with Easton and at Warner with JaneDear girls.
I never wanted to put anyone in a bad light, but at the same
time, it is my job to know what’s really being done and to tell
that to Doug and Trey.”
Being a radio information pipeline to an artist’s manager
is only part of the job. Helping the artist and team find ways to
improve the relationship with radio is also key. Mascolo offers
an example: “The Flatts were getting overwhelmed in their
meet-and-greets and weren’t having much time to spend when
PDs came through, so we created a VIP room. It was limited
to PDs and MDs, maybe GMs, and now we do VIP backstage
parking. We let them in and park them back by the bus. We even
have cones with their names on them. We pick them up in golf
carts and get them to the VIP room. And the radio people love
that. I get more comments on that than I do about the free drinks
and appetizers.”

The New Metric

From the management perspective, Doug Nichols definitely
sees the need for artist teams to have more direct involvement
with radio. “Record sales are so far down, which takes away a
little of the label’s monetary clout in doing business with radio,”
he says. “Their budgets have to change, and I don’t know how
much or how quickly. But if the label is getting help at no cost to
them, I think they will embrace it.”
Nichols says Mascolo has the right kind of personality for

the gig. “Because of his years as a VP/Promotion, he understands
that the VP needs to be the team’s leader. And as hard as the
labels work, and they do their best, they have a lot of acts to work
and they do welcome his help and experience because they know
he’s focused on one job.”
A veteran promotion person’s eye for chart numbers and
the minutiae of airplay is of great benefit, according to Nichols.
“We’re able to make projections, schedule videos and figure out
where and when a promotion makes sense. And then, where a
relationship needs to be courted a little bit, he’s the perfect guy.
Radio has another voice to go to, to call and speak to someone
who can help clarify things. It doesn’t always have to be calling
and asking. Sometimes it’s listening to what’s important to them.”
An interesting twist on the increasing importance of touring
is a shift in the metric used to plan tour packages. “We used
to look at SoundScan,” Nichols says. “The idea was if they’re
buying records, they’ll buy tickets. Now
it’s all about what’s hot at radio. Because if
you put together a package of artists who
are hot, when you get to the market, the
stations are really going to pound the show.
And even if record sales dwindle, artists
can tour every year. So you need to stay
current and relevant at radio to sustain a
high level of touring.”
Doug Nichols

Voice Activated

TKO Management’s TK Kimbrell recently brought in
promotion vet Suzanne Durham, who’s worked records for
his client Toby Keith for the past 12 years. Kimbrell is quite
clear on how big a priority radio is to his clients. “About 60
million people tune in to Country radio, so the radio voice is the
biggest voice you have in this business,” he says. “You could do
American Idol or Dancing With The Stars and reach 30 million
people in one shot, but if you have a hit at Country radio, there’s
no comparison.”
The motivations for reaching that audience can be very
different for top artists and their labels. “When you’re an artist
of Toby’s stature or the other handful of big superstars, for
some time now selling records has not been one of your top
five income streams,” he explains. “You’d always like to sell
records, and we love to see labels flourish. Toby has a great
joint venture with Universal. But is getting your new single in
heavy rotation as important as selling a ton of records? It’s far
more important.
“Selling records pales in comparison to getting your
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single on the radio in front of those 60 million people. So,
to me, there’s nothing more important than having that radio
connection and having a liaison to help you stay in touch with
that huge base.”
In a sense, Keith’s decision to strike out on his own in
2005 was a nod to this reality. “That’s exactly what Show Dog
was,” Kimbrell says. “When you have a mega-conglomerate
of touring, sponsorships, bars, writing and publishing,
it’s incredibly important to control your destiny at radio.
It was the smartest business move Toby could have made
at that time, and hiring Suzanne is a
continuation of that process.
“She’s absolutely in constant
communication, giving me excellent
information and an extra set of eyes to
help me stay on top of my game. Not only
does she keep me and Toby better in touch
with radio, she also augments the great
TK Kimbrell
job Toby’s staff at Show Dog-Universal is
already doing.”
In Keith’s case, the radio focus comes directly from the
artist. “He’s always had a knack for creating songs people love
to hear on the radio, and he never lost sight of how important
radio is to his career,” Kimbrell says. “It’s his bread and butter
and it’s what got him off the local bar circuit.
“We don’t ask Toby if it’s okay for the regional to
bring radio people on the bus before or after the show.
That’s a standing deal. He’s the most accessible star I’ve
ever seen or worked with when it comes to time with
radio. And it doesn’t stop there. He never turns down a
soldier, a family of a fallen soldier or a child who is ill.
You do those things because it’s in your heart. It also
happens to be good business.”

Sure Feels Good

doing a bunch of calls with the radio rep
for four or five managers, I’ve lost time I
need to get airplay.
“Certain people feel it’s their job to
police spins and conversions, and we
don’t need a babysitter. I don’t need
someone to tell me the obvious. Neda
doesn’t do that. She lets us do our job
Adrian Michaels
and doesn’t go around us. There’s a lot of
diplomacy needed in that role, but some want to be talking to
everyone at radio that the label is talking to. And that movie
doesn’t end well.”

The Road & The Radio

While the radio/management model seems most common
with superstar acts, Triple 8 Management’s George Couri
adopted the strategy for his clients Eli Young Band, Joe Nichols,
Kevin Fowler and Jack Ingram 18 months ago with the hire of
former Curb and Universal South rep Karen McGuire. “She
had worked directly with us on Joe and EYB as a regional ...
and had great relationships across the map,” Couri says. “She
became available with the Show Dog-Universal merger and,
fortunately, came our way in spite of having multiple offers.”
Setting up the relationship between Karen and the labels
was important to Couri. “You don’t want to butt heads
and I felt you have to make it clear to
them we’re not here to compete with
the regionals. The primary relationship
with radio is controlled by the label rep,
and we want that. Where Karen comes
in is tracking ... and being the first to
know if there’s a problem somewhere.
And there may be times she has a better
relationship with radio in a market and
George Couri
can help, and she has. Plus, she can be
the first person a label rep calls with a
request, getting people information even faster.”
McGuire’s hiring paid off quickly. “Karen came on board
when ‘Gimme That Girl’ was in the 20s, and it became the
second-most-played song of 2010 for a guy who’d been off the
radio for awhile. I’m not giving her all the credit, but she was
able to help a lot with the transition to a mostly new promotion
staff and further supplementing the label’s efforts.
“It’s not just singles, but shows,” he continues. “Before
we confirm any show, she makes sure local radio has the
bandwidth during that period to promote it, and goes the
extra mile to make sure there is a great promotion in place
with our radio partners. Along with the label reps, of course.
That way we’re not walking into a market unsure of what
level of support we can get from a station.”
Couri is unequivocal about his company’s approach. “My
artists have not only gotten more airplay and had more success
at radio because of Karen, we’ve also sold more tickets. We
are approaching everything more aggressively. Why not add
to what the promotion teams are doing? Even if we saw a 10%
improvement, it’s worth it. But we see more than that.”
And with the no-end-in-sight decline of recorded music,
the marriage of management and promotion can only become
even more valuable. “Everybody’s looking for the new business
model, and managers are figuring it out faster than the labels,”
Tobin says. “A lot of managers have in-house marketing,
publicity and promotion. They seem to be taking on the role of
the label in almost every way except sales and distribution. The
whole industry has turned around.” 		
CAC

“”

Red Light’s Neda Tobin started with the company in August.
But after 28 years at labels, she seems as exhilarated by Tim
McGraw’s recent No. 1 “Felt Good On My Lips” as she would be
if she’d been on the promotion front lines. “I’m not the guy that
goes in there and has to close the deal,” she says. “It’s almost nice.
I don’t have that pressure to get the add, get it to heavy. I’m the
backup guy. My role is to work with the label and help them do
what they need to do.
“Being a former label employee, I’m still a promotion
person,” she continues. “But there’s a fine line between being a
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promotion person and telling a VP/Promotion what to do. You
have to have respect for them and their job.”
Another benefit to having someone with a deep
understanding of radio in the artist’s camp is in more direct
communication. “I can sit down with the artist and explain why
they should do something, and how it benefits them and their
career. And when you do that, they get it.
“I know what the feel is on the street for different artists. If
it’s important to an artist to have success at radio, a No. 1 record
or a top tour, they have to endear themselves to those people.
You can’t say, “I don’t have to do that stuff anymore.” Taylor
Swift has set the bar so high. She has a great relationship with
radio and their kids. And you have to measure up to that if you
ever hope get out of those relationships what she gets. This is
what it takes. If you want to be on top and stay on top, you have
to be out there and embrace radio. You have to feel accessible.
“I’ve been able to get Tim to do things he hasn’t done in the
past because we’ve been able to have those conversations. He’s
a very reasonable guy. His time is valuable, but second only to
his family, music is the priority. He didn’t want to do the CMA
remotes, but he did when it was explained. I can’t tell you how
many people were freaked out he was there.”
That communication, however, is a two-way street.
“Radio thinks it’s no big deal to get liners or a phoner,” she
says. “It sounds like nothing. What’s the big deal? But when

there’s nothing
more important
than having
that radio
connection and
having a liaison
to help you stay
in touch with
that huge base.

you get that from 200 stations, it is time-consuming. And
that’s far from the only thing Tim has on his plate. So it’s nice
to be able to explain that to someone, and also to let them
know that even if we can’t help them right now, we might be
able to work something out later. I really am a bleeding heart
and try to help as much as possible.”
The relish in Tobin’s voice is palpable as she discusses her
new role in the industry. “When you’re at a label, you’re calling
every week asking for something,” she says. “When I call,
they’re more apt to talk to me even if I am calling to talk about
music. They know that in having a relationship with me they
might be able to get stuff they wouldn’t get from the label. Now,
I always tell the label if that happens. And
I’ll let them take credit for it. It’s about
team Tim.”
Curb’s Adrian Michaels
couldn’t be happier about his work with
Tobin. “Neda is just a stellar example
of how to do this,” he says. “Because if
it’s not handled well, for me as a VP, it
becomes a time management issue. If I’m
Neda Tobin

C

o-writing Garth Brooks’ No. 1 “More Than A Memory” gave Lee Brice a calling
card before singles “She Ain’t Right” and “Love Like Crazy” (the longestcharting single in country music history) made their mark. Brice is continuing
his charting streak with the current top 30 release “Beautiful Every Time.”

What are your earliest memories of radio?
I remember WCOS/Columbia, SC playing Alabama,
the Oak Ridge Boys and the Statler Brothers when I
was growing up. Then Garth Brooks and Tim McGraw
came along and changed my life. I had a little clock
radio beside the bed when I was 12. I would go to
sleep listening to the radio and thinking about where I
wanted to be.

Lee
Brice

Was your introduction to Curb rep Annie
Sandor as unusual as we’ve heard?
Before we met, she was at one of my shows and
mentioned to someone that she thought I looked “dirty
sexy.” Over the period of an hour, that person told
someone and the phrase bounced around a bit. Later
that night I got a call from my manager who said,
“Annie Sandor’s in the crowd. She might be working
with you in the future and you’re going to meet her
tonight. When you do, walk up to her and tell her what
she said about you.” So that’s what I did. Someone
introduced us and I said, “Oh, dirty sexy, huh?” Put
her on the spot. Made her blush. It was a funny way to
meet, and now we’re working
together. Annie’s such a pro
and probably works harder
than any of the other reps
because she has to travel so
much in a region that’s spread
across the whole country.

No Blood: With KRTY/San Jose’s Tina Ferguson,
Arista’s Adam Brand, the station’s Nate Deaton,
Arista’s Lori Hartigan and Curb’s Joe O’Donnell.

Any reactions to “Love
Like Crazy” surprise you?
I’ve got a rocking show, but
I once saw an 80-year-old
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couple out there. I thought, “What in the world?”
They came through the meet-and-greet line later and
stood in front of me with big ol’ smiles on their faces,
saying, “That’s our song. This is the story of our lives.
We’ve been together for 50 years.” And I’m like, “Did
I not hurt your ears? We were rocking up there!” They
said, “No, it was awesome. We just had to hear that
song.” It’s a pretty cool thing to look up and see an
elderly couple mingling with 17- and 18-year-olds.
Maybe that’s why it stayed on the charts for so long.
Everybody felt like they could identify with it.
“Crazy” got a lot of love from your hometown
station, didn’t it?
It was really my home area – South Carolina, where
I’m from, and even North Carolina and down into
Georgia and Florida. The whole Southeast was so cool
for me. Even before “Love Like Crazy,” my first single
“She Ain’t Right” went top 30 in 2007, and those were
the markets that really pushed it. They stuck with me
on that song and the next two singles. And then “Love
Like Crazy” came along, and they got on the song
early and stayed on it late. They really rocked it.
And you returned the love?
I went back to those markets a lot. I played full-band
shows, benefits, in-the-rounds and solo acoustic. It’s
definitely a give-and-take thing. They take care of
me, and I take care of them. That’s how it will always
be, I guess. I’ve got a lot of memories from those
shows. Everybody’s so supportive, and all the stations
really stand out in my mind. I can’t pick a favorite.
Hopefully, it catapulted us into this next single
“Beautiful Every Time.”

The annual New Faces Show & Dinner has been a
launch pad for aspiring country stars for decades, and
this year’s five performers hope to make the most of
the unique opportunity to play for a very important
room. Country Aircheck spoke with each to explore
their still-developing relationship with radio.

L

over Lover” took Jerrod Niemann to No. 1 in August, leading to a gold sales
certification for the single and building momentum for his current release “What Do
You Want.” Niemann will join fellow New Face Lee Brice on their Higher Education
Tour beginning in March, shortly after they bring the curtain down on CRS 2011.

“

What’s your favorite part of being on a radio tour?
It’s a lot of things. It’s a learning experience, because
you’re trying to understand a little bit about the
process of radio. You definitely don’t understand it
completely because everybody has been doing it a
little longer than us. For me, it was really exciting to
meet the gatekeepers to the country fan.

Mud Ball: With KHKI/Des Moines’ Andy Elliot.

Do you enjoy the personal relationships that
develop with radio?
I do. All of us artists have been in Nashville a long
time, so were all really good friends. And a lot of us
are drawn to the city from small towns, so you have
just a bunch of really personable people. Radio is the
same thing. A lot of them come from different formats,
but it’s still like a close family. It’s important to keep
country music growing and going in the wonderful
direction it is, and everybody being so close-knit keeps
everybody on the same page. Things are more handson with radio, artists and the listeners. That’s important
because the listeners are probably the best advertisers
we’ve got for bringing other people to country music.

What question do you hear the most?
“Do you sing ‘Lover Lover’ or do you sing ‘Pray For
You’?” If I only had a dollar for every time someone
got our songs mixed up!
You were recently celebrated with Jerrod
Niemann Day in your hometown of Liberal,
KS. How was that?
Well, it was bizarre because you’re standing on the
same high school stage that you performed on in
a school where you did all sorts of different things
growing up. It’s just kind of weird to be in front of
your hometown in the place where you graduated and
singing beer-drinking songs.
And now you’ve graduated to Higher
Education ...
That’s right. We’re playing to more of a college
audience, so I think it’s not going to be a normal tour.
We’re working real hard on trying to do stuff together
throughout the show to make it more interesting.
We’re not exactly doing theatrics, but we want to
challenge ourselves where it’s not just two drunk acts
onstage. We want it to be a well-thought-out show that
obviously can change but have a basic idea of some
cool collaborations.
Have any thoughts on your fellow New Faces
this year?
They bring a wide variety of sounds and styles to
country music. In the past we’ve seen things get very
trendy, whether it’s leaning traditional or leaning very
contemporary. Right now, it just seems like everything
finds a way to be accepted. That night, we’ll really get
a chance to how diverse country music truly is.

Jerrod
Niemann
03
11
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Steel
Magnolia

T

he ACM-nominated duo won the second season of CMT’s Can
You Duet and scored a top 5 hit with “Keep On Loving You” last
May. Joshua Scott Jones and Meghan Linsey are hoping their New
Faces performance gives current single “Last Night Again” a boost.

What do you remember about your
radio tour?
Joshua: I liked the fast pace of always being
in a different city. Sometimes we’d be
in two different states on the same day,
and that’s kind of fun. You get this burst
of energy from being almost completely
exhausted, and you’re visiting all these
different regions and meeting new people. It
was great because Country radio embraced
us, and we love people.
How do you view your relationship
with radio?
Joshua: It’s an excellent marriage between
the artist and the gatekeepers to the fans.
Everybody plays a part. It takes a whole
village to raise a child, and we feel like
Country radio has been the village and we’re
like the child.
Meghan: They are kind of like our parents.
Joshua: It’s great to walk into a station and
see a PD or MD that you’ve become friends
with. They kind of know your story and you
kind of know where they come from.
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a CD of it afterwards. We still have that disc.
And then we went on the show the second
season and won.
What are your thoughts on the New
Faces lineup?
Joshua: It’s like our graduating class or
something.
Meghan: We’ve seen these people around for
years and we’ve all kind of come up together.
What does the New Faces designation
mean to you?
Joshua: We see it as an acceptance. We’re one
of the new up-and-coming artists that radio
has kind of embraced, and we feel very lucky
to have a slot.
Meghan: I’ve been in Nashville seven years
now, and every year it’s the most talked-about
show. We’re really excited, for sure.
Joshua: We don’t have to sneak in and try to
pass out CDs this year.

What goes through your mind when you
hear one of your songs on the radio?
Joshua: It’s like shooting a winning basket in
overtime or something. I played a lot of sports as
a kid, so that’s kind of the best comparison for me.
Got any fun CRS memories?
Meghan: A few years ago we went to hang
out in the Bridge Bar because we didn’t really
have anything going at that point. They had a
Can You Duet? karaoke booth set up for the
first season, and Josh actually got in there.
They recorded his performance and gave us

Ohio Love: With WQMX/Akron’s Sue Wilson.

A

fter releasing his debut album Way Out Here and touring
with Brad Paisley in 2010, Thompson is riding his current
single “Won’t Be Lonely Long” and looking forward
to touring with Dierks Bentley this year. The former all-state
gymnast and certified survivalist is also pretty encouraged by his
selection as one of country’s New Faces.

Have you enjoyed
your radio tour
experiences?
Being on the road without
doing a radio tour is more
like just city-hopping. The
radio tour lets you actually
visit cities and interact
with different people. You
get a first-hand glimpse.
You actually go out on the
town, and I love seeing
new places. The second
part of it is that I love
making connections with
people in the radio world,
playing for them and
getting to know each other.
Capping It Off: With WMIL/Milwaukee’s
What question do you
Kerry Wolfe and daughter Macey.
hear most?
“Tell me about the nine
What does the New Faces
months you spent in the woods.” I took a
designation mean to you?
wilderness guide class in Wisconsin and
I think being chosen means that people
lived out in the woods with 13 other people
believe you’re really going to bust out. I was
for nine months. They taught us primitive
certainly aware of New Faces, but never
survival skills.
knew it was voted on by radio. That part
kind of floored me because that means all the
Are you used to hearing your song on
traveling I’ve done over the last few years
the radio yet?
with the radio tour and making connections
It’s such a weird thing. You know, that
has paid off. For those radio folks to cast their
feeling of déjà vu where you could swear
vote in my direction is a huge honor.
you’ve lived that dream before. Every time
I hear it, I still can’t believe it’s happening
What do you think of the rest of the lineup?
all over again.
The voters nailed it. Those would have been
my picks, too. I love those guys. I’ve played
Do you have a favorite CRS memory?
with all of them and have known most of
Last year on the Sony boat. I actually did
them for several years. I’m fans of all of
a song off my record called “Sinner” and
them, so that was right on.
Miranda Lambert sang with me as a duet.
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Josh
Thompson

The Band
Perry

K

imberly, Reid and Neil Perry are on a fast ride to the top
following the No. 1 ascension of their single “If I Die Young,”
which also earned the sibling trio a Grammy nomination.
They’ll open Tim McGraw’s Emotional Traffic Tour this spring.
What are your early memories of radio?
Kimberly: We lived in Mobile, and our uncle
was a night DJ on WKNN/Biloxi, MS. His
hours were always really late, so we used
to take naps in the middle of the day on the
weekends and have K-99 parties at night.
We would all get in our pajamas and listen
to him from 9pm-midnight. I remember
dancing around the table and having these
Country radio parties. It was the best time.
The incriminating home videos are under
lock-and-key. No one will ever see them ...
unless someone busts them out during the
New Faces show.
Got any favorite radio tour stories?
Kimberly: We were at KRTY/San Jose when
they did the very first test spin on “Hip To My
Heart.” We were so excited! We were driving
out of town and videoing the moment. We
pulled over because we were on the outskirts
and didn’t want to lose the station. When the
song was over, calls rang in with just awful
comments. “Her voice sounds like fingernails
on a chalkboard.” “They’re the country Britney
Spears.” We refer to that moment as the
“Bloodbath of San Jose.”
Reid: Our poor regional, Lois Lewis, was
trying to comfort us by saying, “That’s good!
They’re passionate. Passion is what we want!”
Kimberly: It was a Cinderella story because
by the end of the run, “Hip To My Heart”
was consistently in the top nine at KRTY. But
man, it started out rough. The video footage
of us getting the wind blown out of our sails
is just hilarious.
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Haul Of Frame: With KBEQ/Kansas
City’s Mike Kennedy.

In addition to regional reps, you also
had label President Jimmy Harnen on
the road with you.
Kimberly: That’s only because we helped him
lug his 50-pound suitcases everywhere. He
traveled with these two huge bags because he
could never figure out what he wanted to wear.
We love that guy. It’s unheard of for a label
president to come out [with a baby act] on a
radio tour, but it was a great way to jump-start
our relationship with him and with radio.
Are you surprised by the response “If I
Die Young” has gotten?
Neil: It’s one of our favorite songs to play live,
because the whole crowd is smiling and singing
along. And it’s really cool to see how people fit
the song to situations in their own lives.
Reid: A lot of people have left YouTube
comments on the video about how the song has
helped them.
Kimberly: It’s a really humbling thing to hear.
We were in a meet-and-greet recently, and a
kid came up and said, “We lost our brother
last year. He was 23. And we just wanted you
to know how much this song has helped our
family.” We’ve literally had people say, “You
guys are part of our family now because your
song helped our family through such a rough
time.” A journalist in Chicago kind of summed
it up best: “For a song about death, it sure
knows how to bring a lot of life into a room.”
I know that it was such a risk for radio to try it
out on their listeners, but they really stuck with
us and gave us the opportunity. We’re really
humbled by it.

We’ve Made
Contacts
Here’s the latest compilation
of promo staffs and how to
reach them.

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Larry Pareigis
VP: Tom Moran
NE/MW: Stan Marczewski
SE/SW: Brooks Quigley
W/SW: Dave Collins
D/SP: Kevin Mason

615-332-5511
615-429-2337
615-426-2260
615-210-7682
480-223-8337
615-974-1999

larry@ninenorthmail.com
tom@ninenorthmail.com
stan@ninenorthmail.com
brooks@ninenorthmail.com
dave@ninenorthmail.com
kevin@ninenorthmail.com

Record Reps’ Phones,
Faxes & Emails

Editor’s Note: An explanation of the abbreviations: BCC-Bill Catino Consulting; BD – Business Development; CO – Coordinator/
Promotion; D – Director; D/AR – Director/A&R; D/SP – Director/Special Projects; E – East; EA – Executive Assistant; FP – Field
Promotion; GM/O: GM/Operations; LC/EA – Label Coordinator/Executive Assistant; M – Marketing; MP – Manager/Promotion;
M/RP – Mgr./Regional Promotion; MSSP: Manager/Syndication/Special Projects; MW – Midwest; MW/MT – Midwest/Mountain;
ND – National Director/Promotion; NDRM – National Director/Radio Marketing; NE – Northeast; NM – New Media; NP – National
Promotion; NPS – National Promotion Strategy; P – Partner; PE – Promotion Executive; PMA – Promotion & Marketing Analyst;
PR – President; RM – Radio Marketing; RS – Radio Syndication; SA – Satellite; SE – Southeast; SVP – Sr. VP/Promotion; SW –
Southwest; TS – Tour Support; VP – VP/Promotion; VP/BD – VP & Business Development; W – West Coast.

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Rick Baumgartner
MW: Joe Carroll
NE: Jim Dorman
W: Gary Greenberg
CO: Courtney Cole

615-780-3074
615-779-8382
615-780-3083
818-990-7383
615-780-3075

rick@blackriverent.com
joe@blackriverent.com
jimd@blackriverent.com
gary@blackriverent.com
courtney@blackriverent.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Skip Bishop
VP: Bryan Frasher
ND: Buffy Cooper
NE: R.J. Meacham
MW: David “Bubba” Berry
SE: Chris Waters
SW: Mark Janese
W: Dave Dame
MP: Mary Allison

615-301-4420
615-301-4422
615-301-4456
615-301-4458
972-429-6209
615-301-4494
214-763-7816
866-505-9410
615-301-4495

skip.bishop@sonymusic.com
bryan.frasher@sonymusic.com   
buffy.cooper@sonymusic.com
rj.meacham@sonymusic.com
david.berry@sonymusic.com
chris.waters@sonymusic.com
mark.janese@sonymusic.com
dave.dame@sonymusic.com
mary.allison@sonymusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-780-3089

Dept. Fax: 615-523-1337

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Skip Bishop
VP: Lesly Tyson
ND: John Sigler
MW: Lauren Thomas
SE: Tyler Waugh
SW: Diane Monk
W: Lori Hartigan
CO: Rusty Sherrill

615-301-4420
615-301-4436
615-301-4416
615-301-4421
404-668-7100
214-824-4124
760-929-1019
615-301-4423

skip.bishop@sonymusic.com
lesly.tyson@sonymusic.com
john.sigler@sonymusic.co
lauren.thomas@sonymusic.com
tyler.waugh@sonymusic.com
diane.monk@sonymusic.com
lori.hartigan@sonymusic.com
rusty.sherrill@sonymusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-301-4438

Dept. Fax: 615-301-4475

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Tom Baldrica
NE: Tony Morreale
MW/MT: Joe Schuld
W/SW: Gwen Foster
SE: Jay Cruze

615-733-9983
615-595-2523
913-888-6681
480-495-2209
423-580-3549

tom@averagejoesent.com
tony@averagejoesent.com
joe@averagejoesent.com
gwen@averagejoesent.com
jay@averagejoesent.com

Dept. Fax: 615-733-9984

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Skip Bishop
VP: Jimmy Rector
ND: Mike Wilson
NE: Cliff Blake
MW: Bo Martinovich
SE: Jennifer Thorpe
SW: David Friedman
W: Larry Santiago
CO: Ben Sterling

615-301-4420
615-858-1356
615-858-1311
603-749-6772
615-858-1364
904-543-8034
615-301-4415
818-842-8482
615-858-1359

skip.bishop@sonymusic.com
jimmy.rector@sonymusic.com
mike.wilson@sonymusic.com
cliff.blake@sonymusic.com
bo.martinovich@sonymusic.com
jen.thorpe@sonymusic.com
david.friedman@sonymusic.com
larry.santiago@sonymusic.com          
ben.sterling@sonymusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

Owner: Jerry Cupit
VP: Dan Hagar
Sec: Glenda Lebeaux

615-353-7002 x10 jerry@cupitmusic.com
615-353-7002 x13 dan@cupitmusic.com
615-353-7002 x14 glenda@cupitmusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-858-1371

			

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Carson James
VP/NE: Lee Adams
ND/SW: Jim Malito
MW: Dawn Ferris
SE: Clay Henderson
W: Layna Bunt
CO: Jen Joe

615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600

carson@brokenbowrecords.com
ladams@brokenbowrecords.com
jmalito@brokenbowrecords.com
dawn@brokenbowrecords.com
clay@brokenbowrecords.com
layna@brokenbowrecords.com
jen@brokenbowrecords.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Steve Hodges
VP: Shane Allen
SE: Bobby Young
MW: Brent Jones
NE: Diane Lockner
SW: John Trapane
W: Paige Elliott
MSSP: Alisa Bowman
PMA: Allison Hardy
CO: Rachel Dobson

615-269-2033
615-269-2027
615-269-2039
615-269-2079
615-269-2082
281-323-4053
703-346-5233
615-269-2046
615-269-2031
615-269-2047

steve.hodges@emicapitol
shane.allen@emicap.com
bobby.young@emicap.com
brent.jones@emicap.com
diane.lockner@emicap.com
john.trapane@emicap.com
paige.elliott@emicap.com
alisa.bowman@emicap.com
allison.hardy@emicap.com
rachel.dobson@emicap.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Adrian Michaels
ND: Mike Rogers
PE: Eric Mellencamp
PE: Joe O’Donnell
PE: Stephanie Keshe
PE: Annie Sandor
RS: Sean Hannon
SA: Jaymi Chernin
CO: Samantha DePrez

615-690-4207
615-690-4217
615-298-1586
505-323-2925
615-963-4848
847-397-6860
615-690-4219
973-403-9656
615-690-4218

amichaels@curb.com
mrogers@curb.com
emellencamp@curb.com
jodonnell@curb.com
skeshe@curb.com
asandor@curb.com
shannon@curb.com
jchernin@curb.com
sdeprez@curb.com

Dept. Fax: 615-469-3493

Department Fax: 615.244.8602
Name

Phone

E-mail

D: Brett Greenberg

818-451-7108

brett@betterangelsmusic.com

Dept. Fax: 818-883-7754

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Jack Purcell
SD/NM/NPS: John Zarling
NDRM: Mandy McCormack
SE: Jeff Davis
NE: Erik Powell
SW: Alex Valentine
W: Kris Lamb
CO: Jayme Austin

615-324-7773
615-324-7765
615-324-7762
615-324-7776
615-324-7774
615-324-7785
615-250-6074
615-324-7767

jack.purcell@bigmachinemail.com
john.zarling@valorymail.com
mandy.mccormack@bigmachinemail.com
jeff.davis@bigmachinemail.com
erik.powell@bigmachinemail.com
alex.valentine@bigmachinemail.com
kris.lamb@bigmachinemail.com
jayme.austin@bigmachinemail.com

Phone

E-mail

P: Michael Powers
P: Jeff Solima
M/RP: Jay Bradley
M/RP: Jack Christopher
M/RP: Rocco Cosco
M/RP: Matt Corbin
M/RP: Renee Leymon
M/RP: Mara Sidweber
MP: Kim Trosdahl

615-425-7721
615-294-4787
615-500-3436
412-916-9314
615-438-8030
615-330-2863
615-417-7484
469-231-6302
615-425-7728

michael.powers@biggerpicturegroup.com
jeff.solima@biggerpicturegroup.com
jay.bradley@biggerpicturegroup.com
jack.christopher@biggerpicturegroup.com
rocco.cosco@biggerpicturegroup.com
matt.corbin@biggerpicturegroup.com
renee.leymon@biggerpicturegroup.com
mara.sidweber@biggerpicturegroup.com
kimberly.trosdahl@biggerpicturegroup.com

Dept. Fax: 615-383-0467

Phone

E-mail

GM: Gator Michaels
NP: Glenn Noblit

615-873-1224
615-873-1224

gmichaels@davismusicgroup.com
gnoblit@davismusicgroup.com

Dept. Fax: 615-873-1230			

Name

Phone

E-mail

Head: Bruce Reiner

615-877-9800

brucereiner1@aol.com

Dept. Fax: 615-269-2045

Dept. Fax: 615-324-7935

Name

Name

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Denise Roberts
VP/BD: David Newmark
NP: Larry Hughes
NP: Tom Schmall

818-679-5479
615-469-1756
615-400-7673
630-956-3533

denise@co5music.com
factor@co5music.com
larry@co5music.com
tom@co5music.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Pete O’Heeron
NP: Jim Dandy
NP: Jeff Davis
NP: Staci Schane

281-461-6217
615-483-4250
615-260-4975
817-219-3390

pete@coldriverrecords.com
jim@coldriverrecords.com
jeff@coldriverrecords.com
staci@coldriverrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 281-461-6213

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: David Haley
NP: Joe Redmond
NP: Rick Rockhill

615-973-0132
615-414-5488
615-351-3679

david@edgehillmusic.com
joe@edgehillmusic.com
rick@edgehillmusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Steve Hodges
VP: Angela Lange
NE: Brian Rhoades
MW/SW: Chuck Swaney
SE: Trudie Daniell
W: Ron Bradley
MSSP: Alisa Bowman
PMA:Allison Hardy
CO: Rachel Dobson

615-269-2033
615-269-2085
615-269-2083
615-269-2084
770-253-1784
619-501-5806
615-269-2046
615-269-2031
615-269-2047

steve.hodges@emicapitol
angela.lange@emicap.com
brian.rhoades@emicap.com
chuck.swaney@emicap.com
trudie.daniell@emicap.com
ron.bradley@emicap.com
alisa.bowman@emicap.com
allison.hardy@emicap.com
rachel.dobson@emicap.com

Dept. Fax: 615-269-2045
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We’ve Made Contacts
Name

Phone

E-mail

P: Nancy Tunick
P: Teresa Johnston
MP: Renee McClure
CO: Mandy West
M: Jim Alderdice

615-353-2778
615-370-1068
615-646-3912
615-226-3355
615-268-9876

nancy@grassrootspromotion.com
teresa@grassrootspromotion.com
renee@grassrootspromotion.com
mandy@grassrootspromotion.com
jim@grassrootspromotion.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Skip Bishop
VP: Keith Gale
ND: Norbert Nix
D: Dan Nelson
MP: Josh Easler
MP: Matt Galvin
MP: Steve Pleshe
MP: Liz Sledge
CO: Parker Fowler

615-301-4420
615-301-4357
615-301-4311
603-626-9898
615-301-4368
480-892-8477
559-434-1609
615-301-4465
615-301-4417

skip.bishop@sonymusic.com
keith.gale@sonymusic.com
norbert.nix@sonymusic.com
dan.nelson@sonymusic.com
josh.easler@sonymusic.com
matt.galvin@sonymusic.com
steve.pleshe@sonymusic.com
liz.sledge@sonymusic.com
parker.fowler@sonymusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Carson James
GM/O: April Rider
NE: Abi Durham
MW/SW: Shelley Hargis
SE: Heather Propper
W: Stacy Rogers
CO: Jen Joe

615-244-8600
615-320-1372
615-320-1372
615-320-1372
615-320-1372
615-320-1372
615-320-1372

carson@brokenbowrecords.com
april@stoneycreekrecords.com
abi@stoneycreekrecords.com
shelley@stoneycreekrecords.com
heather@stoneycreekrecords.com
stacy@stoneycreekrecords.com
jen@brokenbowrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 615-320-1388

Dept. Fax: 615-301-4356
Name

Phone

E-mail

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Mike Borchetta
VP: Martha Borchetta
FP: Adelle Borchetta
FP: Chris Borchetta
CO: Brad Taylor

615-288-4234
615-288-4234
615-339-5598
615-866-7944
615-288-4234

mikeborchetta@loftoncreekrecords.com
marthaborchetta@loftoncreekrecords.com
adellemarie26@yahoo.com
chris.borchetta@newschoolmusic.com
bradtaylor@loftoncreekrecords.com

615-321-8909
615-321-8909
858-586-1225
603-560-1182
818-399-1885

bill@stroudavarious.com
macky@stroudavarious.com
heltemes@stroudavarious.com
eric@stroudavarious.com
jon@stroudavarious.com

Dept. Fax: 615-758-9996

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR/BCC: Bill Catino
VP: Bill Macky
MW: Bill Heltemes
SE: Eric Beggs
W: Jon Conlon

VP: Bob Mitchell

615-720-7467

bobmitchell@redneckrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 615-214-4643

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Jimmy Harnen
SD/NM/NPS: John Zarling
ND: Matthew Hargis
NE/MW: Shari Roth
SE: Stacy Blythe
W: Lois Lewis
LC/EA: Megan Knutson
CO: Kathleen Drosey

615-324-779
615-324-7765
615-324-7902
615-324-7904
615-324-7905
615-324-7907
615-324-7901
615-324-7903

jimmy.harnen@republicnashville.com
john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
matthew.hargis@republicnashville.com
shari.roth@republicnashville.com
stacy.blythe@republicnashville.com
lois.lewis@republicnashville.com
megan.knutson@republicnashville.com
kathleen.drosey@republicnashville.com

Dept. Fax: 615-250-9727

Name

Phone

E-mail

UMGN SVP: Royce Risser
VP/UMGN: Van Haze
UMGN VP/NP: Joe Putnam
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean
NE: Michelle Tyrrell
MW: Donna Passuntino
SE: Louie Newman
SW: EJ Bernas
W: Marlene Augustine
CO: Thomas Maxwell
UMGN CO: Chris Fabiani

615-524-7588
615-524-7539
615-524-7561
615-524-7553
818-326-1770
847-531-6164
678-742-9089
615-524-7562
707-824-1745
615-524-7566
615-524-7537

royce.risser@umusic.com
van.haze@umusic.com
joe.putnam@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
michelle.tyrrell@umusic.com
donna.passuntino@umusic.com
louie.newman@umusic.com
ej.bernas@umusic.com
marlene.augustine@umusic.com
thomas.maxwell@umusic.com
chris.fabiani@umusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Larry Pareigis
VP: Tom Moran
ND/E: Ryan Barnstead
ND/W: Greg Stevens
D/SP: Kevin Mason

615-332-5511
615-429-2337
615-414-4665
214-488-3590
615-974-1999

larry@turnpikemusic.com
tom@turnpikemusic.com
ryan@turnpikemusic.com
greg@turnpikemusic.com
kevin@turnpikemusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-523-1337

Dept. Fax: 615-916-2672

Dept. Fax: 615-524-7766

Name

Phone

E-mail

UMGN SVP: Royce Risser
VP: Damon Moberly
UMGN VP/NP: Joe Putnam
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean
NE: Sally Green
MW: Charlie Dean
VP/SE: Bruce Shindler
SW: Jill Brunett
VP/W: Pat Surnegie
CO: Jen Harbin
UMGN CO: Chris Fabiani

615-524-7588
615-524-7520
615-524-7561
615-524-7553
615-524-7766
952-525-4609
615-524-7720
615-524-7537
818-927-5787
615-524-7548
615-524-7537

royce.risser@umusic.com
damon.moberly@umusic.com
joe.putnam@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
sally.green@umusic.com
charlie.dean@umusic.com
bruce.shindler@umusic.com
jill.brunett@umusic.com
pat.surnegie@umusic.com
jen.harbin@umusic.com
chris.fabiani@umusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Bill Twyman
VP/GM: Harry “Bud” Nelson
VP: David Shaw
MW: Mark Westcott
S/SE: Jamice Jennings
W: Dave Sholin

301-390-0952
207-281-3314
401-219-1139
847-397-6860
615-243-6779
650-303-6460

bt@riderecords.com
hnelson@riderecords.com
shamanakl@yahoo.com
markwestcott@riderecords.com
jamice@riderecords.com
yourduke@aol.com

Dept. Fax: 615-524-7766
Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Brad Paul

617-218-4413

bpaul@rounder.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Chris Loss
VP/NE: George Briner
SD/NM/NPS: John Zarling
ND-SE: JoJamie Hahr
SW: Miranda Williams
CO: Brooke Yancey

615-324-7064
615-324-7782
615-324-7765
615-324-7787
615-324-7793
615-324-7913

chris.loss@valorymail.com
george.briner@valorymail.com
john.zarling@valorymail.com
jojamie.hahr@valorymail.com
miranda.williams@valorymail.com
brooke.yancey@valorymail.com

Dept. Fax: 615-324-7907               

W.A.R.
Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Chris Stacey
VP: Chris Palmer
ND: Chad Schultz
MW: Lindsay Walleman
SE: Nathan Cruise
SW: Ray Vaughn
W: Rhonda Christensen
MP: April Johnson
CO: Carolyn Drosey

615-748-8000
615-748-8000
615-748-8000
615-554-4707
615-748-8000
214-683-7298
818-521-8593
615-214-1452
615-748-8000

chris.stacey@wmg.com
christian.palmer@wmg.com
chad.schultz@wmg.com
lindsay.walleman@wmg.com
nathan.cruise@wmg.com
ray.vaughn@wmg.com
rhonda.christensen@wmg.com
april.johnson@wmg.com
carolyn.drosey@wmg.com

Dept. Fax: 615-214-1475
Name

Phone

E-mail

Owner: Rob Dalton
Owner: Jeff Solima
NP: Renee Leymon
NE: Maurisa Halicky
SE: Doug Baker
MW/SW: Andy Elliot
W: Dave Kirth

615-331-9631
615-221-8681
615-417-7484
615-428-9708
615-496-5236
615-973-6500
916-351-1715

rob.dalton@newrevolution.us.com
hitsquadmn@aol.com
renee.leymon@newrevolution.us.com
ris0815@aol.com
doug.baker@newrevolution.us.com
andy.elliot@newrevolution.us.com
dave.kirth@newrevolution.us.com

		

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Rick Moxley
VP: Brad Howell
NE: Macy Morgenthaler
MW: Jordan Pettit
SE: Rick Hughes
SW: Greg Sax
W: Lisa Owen
MP: Laurie Gore

615-324-7766
615-324-7779
615-324-7768
615-324-7764
615-324-7794
615-324-7778
310-376-2258
615-324-9960

rick.moxley@sdumusic.com
brad.howell@sdumusic.com
macy.morgenthaler@sdumusic.com
jordan.pettit@sdumusic.com
rick.hughes@sdumusic.com
greg.sax@sdumusic.com
lisa.owen@sdumusic.com
laurie.gore@sdumusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-259-5373

WMN
Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Chris Stacey
VP: Bob Reeves
ND: Kristen Williams
MW: George Meeker
SE: Lou Ramirez
SW: Mark Neiderhauser
W: Rick Young
MP: April Johnson
CO: Tyler Wall

615-748-8000
615-748-8000
615-748-8000
615-748-8000
615-748-8000
214-914-6550
818-926-8189
615-214-1452
615-748-8000

chris.stacey@wmg.com
bob.reeves@wmg.com
kristen.williams@wmg.com
george.meeker@wmg.com
lou.ramirez@wmg.com
mark.niederhauser@wmg.com
rick.young@wmg.com
april.johnson@wmg.com
tyler.wall@wmg.com

Dept. Fax: 615-214-1475
Name

Phone

E-mail

P: Chris Allums
P: John Ettinger
VP: Tony Benken
ND-MW: JR Hughes
NE/SE: Chuck Thagard
SW/W: Bill Lubitz

615-300-5321
615-438-7667
615-478-9056
931-728-0071
770-753-8154
702-580-6886

allums@quarterbackrecords.com
john@ettingertalent.com
tonybenken@quarterbackrecords.com
jrpromoman@aol.com
cthagard520@aol.com
billlubitz@quarterbackrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 615-386-9109
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Name

Phone

E-mail

PR: Kevin Herring
E: Theresa Ford
CO: Meredith Salefski

615-320-7052
615-320-7052
615-320-7052

kevin@skynash.com
theresa@skynash.com
meredith@skynash.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

D/AR: Jon Murray

864-704-0335

jon@wideopenmusicgroup.com

Dept. Fax: 702-926-9393

Mike
Curb
50 Years In Music
L

aunched in 1962, Curb Productions
quickly released “Speedway” by the
Heyburners. The band’s keyboard
player was Mike Curb. The label
was Titanic. Ultimately, the name was
the only thing Mike Curb had in common
with the ill-fated luxury liner, as he’s
successfully cruised through a remarkable
career, now in its 50th year.
And what a half-century it’s been. He
was the bandleader of the Heyburners,
the Babys, the Sudells, Mike Curb and the
Curbstones and, ultimately, the Mike Curb
Congregation, which became a regular on
CBS-TV’s The Glen Campbell Goodtime
Hour. He wrote and sang the early ‘60s
jingle “You Meet The Nicest People On A
Honda.” In 1968 he composed a new theme
for Dick Clark’s American Bandstand.
He was Billboard’s Producer of the
Year in 1972, feted for his work with Hank
Williams, Jr., Eddy Arnold, Marie Osmond
and Liza Minnelli, among others. In the
mid-’70s, his production credits included
the Four Seasons’ “Oh What A Night,” the
Bellamy Brothers’ “Let Your Love Flow”
and Debby Boone’s “You Light Up My Life.”
Curb formed Cude Records in 1963 – a
legal issue with Cub Records precluded
him from using Curb at the time –
and Sidewalk Records in 1964. When
Sidewalk merged with MGM in 1969, he
became President of MGM at age 24.
His music career was interrupted, but
never halted by sojourns into politics –
Californians voted him their Lt. Gov. in
1978 – and auto racing, in which he is still
involved. A tiny portion of his story is told
here in these remarkable photos and in
the words of three who know him well.
(Ed. Note: Visit www.mikecurb.com for
a complete, and completely astounding,
history and discography.)

Eddie Ray: Mike is an unbelievable guy, not
only in what he’s accomplished, but as an
individual. A couple things stick out – he has
an almost unbelievably loyalty to friends and
associates who have helped him along the
way. He never forgets. In my life, he’s been
appearing and reappearing over the years with
ideas. And he has people who’ve been working
for him for 20 or 25 years.
He also has an extraordinary ability to
follow through on his decisions. If he has an
idea as it relates to music, regardless of the
opposition, he sticks to that until he proves
he was right. I met him when I was with
Imperial Records in Hollywood. One day my
secretary said there’s a guy here to meet with
you named Mike Curb. As a rule, I didn’t see
anyone who didn’t have an appointment, but
for some reason I agreed to meet him. He was
just a kid, maybe 17 years old at the time. He
came in and thanked me for seeing him. He
then proceeded to tell me about every artist on
Imperial, how much he liked them, who their
producers were, which songs he liked – he
went on and on.
So I asked what I could do for him. He
said he had a group and was doing shows for
colleges and high schools. I asked if he had
a tape, and he didn’t. He wanted to do a live
audition, which I never allowed. Again, for
some reason, I agreed. He came back in with
three ladies and a little piano. He played and
they sang. I wasn’t that impressed with what
I heard, but I was impressed with Mike Curb.
Before he left I told him I’d soon be leaving
Imperial to head A&R at Capitol’s new label
Tower, and then I forgot all about him. My
first day at Capitol I got a call that Mike Curb
was waiting to see me. They sent him up and
I signed him. We did a lot of soundtracks and
beach music together and were very successful.
A few years later he called me to come work
for him at MGM.

I was head of A&R Administration for him
at MGM, where he came to me once with a
song he’d done with the Congregation. I knew
the song; it was by a known songwriter and
had been successful in England in a musical.
He asked what I thought about having another
artist do it, and I said, “Well, you’ve already
done it with the Congregation and didn’t have
success. Who’s the artist?” He said, “Sammy
Davis, Jr.”
I said, “No way.” I just couldn’t imagine
Sammy doing it. He was one of the greatest
entertainers of his time and I didn’t see it.
Mike went to what seemed like everyone in
the building, and everyone said absolutely
not. Being in the job I was in, I found out
Mike has booked Sammy for a recording
session. Four or five weeks later the song
was released. “Candy Man” went on to sell
three or four million copies.
Dennis Hannon: Mike Curb is a lot of
things. He’s very involved, even if it’s behind
the scenes. He’s committed to continuing
education through his foundation and to
restoration of historical sites and buildings.

He’s obviously very successful in business.
But what he’s really motivated by is music.
In all the time I’ve spent with him, it really is
his muse.
To say that about someone who has been
doing it as long as he has is pretty amazing.
When he and I talk, we will always talk about
music. He listens to music at night, over the
weekend and in the car. Mike is as excited
about music and the process of making music
as he was the day I started working for him 20
years ago.
There are so many stories I could tell,
but LeAnn Rimes comes to mind. She had
recorded a four-song EP that was being
distributed basically on consignment in Dallas.
Our WEA sales rep called us one day and said,
“I don’t know if you are looking for talent, but
there’s a girl here you might want to look at.”
She sent us the EP and it arrived in my office
the day before Thanksgiving.
I looked at the cover, realized she was 12
and thought, “There’s no way I’m going to
get this.” Well, Mike was in his car in front
of the building getting ready to leave with
his family. They were going to the Smoky

Galaxy Of Stars: Pictured clockwise from above, Curb (l)
with actor Chill Wills (c) and Hank Williams, Jr.; the Curbsponsored first car of Dale Earnhardt; Donnie & Marie;
Shaun Cassidy and LeAnn Rimes.
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ike Curb has been the sole owner of
Curb Records for 50 years, making it the
longest-running independent imprint
under the same ownership. Nashville was built
around the tenet “it all begins with a song;” the
Curb imprint has flourished under a similar belief
that it’s all about the music. When asked the
secret to his success, Curb doesn’t hesitate.
“Loving music,” he says. “There’s not a night
of my life that I don’t listen to music. If you don’t
listen, you’re not going to find the next great artist
or that next great song. I want to hear everything
that’s submitted to either our record label or our
publishing company. But there’s no way to listen
to all that music during the day – the business is
so much harder than it’s ever been. There is so

Mike
Curb

MAN

Well Connected:
Mike Curb onstage
with Sammy Davis, Jr.
and President Nixon
(above); and pictured
with other Chief
Executives Gerald Ford
(right), George H.W.
Bush (below, right),
Bill and Hillary Clinton
(below, left) and
Ronald Reagan (left).

Mountains for the holiday. So I handed him
the CD as he was leaving. About an hour-anda-half later he called me. “Did you listen to
this?” he asked. I told him I hadn’t, and he
said, “Get me all the info you have on her.
Find out how to reach her. Do all the due
diligence.”
I said, “It’s 3pm on the day before
Thanksgiving. Everything’s closed. I’m not
sure I’m going to be able to get anybody on
the phone.” But I made the calls and by the
time Mike got where he was going, he’d gotten
Wilbur Rimes on the phone and made a deal to
sign LeAnn. That next week he went to see her
perform in a church.
That’s what he did that Thanksgiving. He

much to do and so many new things to learn and
technology to stay in front of, not to mention the
time I spend on the Curb Foundation. So I don’t
go out at night – that’s when I listen to music.
“It’s not that I know so much; I have people
whose ears I trust more than mine. But I like to
hear it all, if nothing else just so I know I was
part of the equation of missing it”, he laughs.
“You have to love the music, and I’ve loved music
all my life. It’s about the music, and I’ve never
cared if it came out on Curb, Curb/Reprise,
Curb/RCA, Curb/Warner Bros., Curb/MCA, Curb/
Capitol, Curb/Asylum or any other label we’ve
partnered with.”
Curb’s plan for the next 50 years? He laughs,
“Staying true to what got us this far: Not giving
up on your artists or your people; good people
always re-emerge. My whole life I’ve believed in
finding the very best artists, putting them with the
very best producers and the very best promotion,
and complementing them all with the best
marketing and sales. Do that, and you’ll have a
good company.”

heard the music and made a decision based
solely on the music. Everybody else had
passed on her, not necessarily because of her
age, but there were worries about her parents
managing her. But Mike didn’t need to know
anything other than what he heard.
Don Cusic: In an age of specialization in
the music business, the “record man” has
almost disappeared. People like Sam Phillips,
Ahmet Ertegun, Leonard Chess or Art Rupe
who owned an independent label and who
could find a song and artist, then produce,
manufacture, promote and sell the recording
have all but disappeared. Mike is a throwback
to those pioneers. He not only runs the most

commercially successful independent label
today as a record executive overseeing the
business side of music, he can also write a
song (he’s had over 400 recorded), find talent
and produce a session. He has a million balls
in the air and can focus on each one intensely.
If that isn’t rare, I don’t know what is. He’s
on the board of directors of a hospital, heads
up a record company and listens intently to
every song one of his songwriters writes
or one of his artists records, keeps a
finger in the political world where he was
once a star, and is involved in a number
of different philanthropies from higher
education to feeding the hungry. He’s a man
of enormous energy, insight and depth. But

Family Ties: Curb artists The Judds
with his wife Linda and daughters
Megan and Courtney (left); with Tim
McGraw and Faith Hill (center); and
with Rodney Atkins and his son
Elijah (right).
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here’s the big secret of Mike Curb: He’s a
dedicated historian.
He loves the history of the music and the
people who have made the music industry
what it is. He fell in love with the 45 record
when he was a teenager and has never lost
his first love. Name a recording that came
out on a 45 and Mike will tell you the artist,
label and how they did on the Billboard
charts. Bring up an early doo-wop group and
he’ll spend hours talking about that group,
their recordings and every other doo-wop
group who ever recorded. His memory of
music is like Einstein’s memory of physics
– infinite! (Ed. Note: Cusic is working on an
upcoming biography of Curb.)
CAC

The Interview

Steven
Price
F

Town &
Country

ormed in 2010 with the acquisition of the Regent, and soon thereafter, the
GAP Radio and New Northwest stations, Oaktree Capital-funded Townsquare
Media has quickly become one of America’s largest radio groups
with nearly 170 stations, 37 of which are Country. Chairman/CEO
Steven Price leads an impressive team of executives whose vision centers
around, appropriately, considering the company name, a local strategy. At
the same time, he also sees the opportunity to leverage Townsquare’s
collective strength to create national brands, supported by a major online
platform. Country Aircheck caught up with Price to learn more about the
company’s approach to media and, in particular, to Country radio.

CA: You’ve worked at the Pentagon, two private equity
firms, a software company, Goldman Sachs, a law firm,
and in the cell phone industry, among other posts. How
did you end up running a radio company?
SP: It’s probably not as [intuitive] as it sounds. Besides serving
our country, which I love, what I like most are starting, building
and running businesses and creating great consumer experiences
within them. And that’s what we set out to do here. In early 2009,
our management group got together at the peak of the economic
meltdown and decided to be contrarian: When everyone was
afraid to invest, we decided to make a relatively big investment
somewhere. We looked at 15 different areas including cable,
newspaper, television, movie theaters, summer camps and cable
networks, and we ultimately decided that radio was by far and
arguably the best position for the future.
Why radio?
First, it’s a local business, close to the consumer and proven
to be effective. A phenomenal 92% of Americans still listen,
on average, 20 hours a week. Research says it’s still the most
cost-effective and reliable mechanism for advertisers.
Second, when you talk to people across the country, you
don’t find they have a deep affinity for their local TV channel
or newspaper, but they do love their radio brand. That’s
something unique that gave us the ability to build a local
media company and extend past just radio.
Third, it’s an ideal medium in a digital and multi-platform
world. Radio has been blogging for 50 years. That’s what DJs
do. And it’s not what people in newspapers, TV or in other
media do. If you’re going to focus on a new media/digital
world, radio is a great place to start.
Many of your key executives were with you at LiveWire
Ventures; none could be described as a radio veteran,
though you do have a few GAP folks in your executive
team. Did anyone help you learn the radio business?
As opposed to getting somebody on Wall Street or someone
who’s been in the industry for 30 years telling us how good
or bad radio was (not that we didn’t talk to them), we found
“ground truth” is often the best truth. When we did diligence –
and we visited a lot of stations because each market’s different
– we talked to a lot of GMs and sales reps, and went out on
sales calls. We talked to advertisers to really get a sense of
what’s going on today, what had gone wrong in the past and
what could go right if you did it right in the future. You could
say that’s learning by doing. We had a thesis, spent a lot of time
in the field talking to people and came up with our plan to, I
hope, build a differentiated radio company.
Did your early thesis hold up?
I would say it did. We are as much believers in radio and local
media as we were when we started, maybe more so. I won’t
say we didn’t have any surprises, but, actually, surprisingly
few. One of the biggest was that people were negative about
the business in ’08, ’09 and even in the beginning of last year
because of the advertising meltdown. Radio, as well as other
ad-supported media, was hurt hard. People were down, but
the industry did not do a terrific job of communicating the
staying power of the medium. Basically the same number
of people listen to radio as they did 10 years ago. And yet
it’s seen as a dying medium. Those two don’t make sense
together. I don’t think the industry has been proud enough and
done a good enough job championing how much it delivers
for consumers and advertisers. That’s in part because so many
radio businesses had leveraged themselves, under-invested
and starved certain assets in certain markets. To some extent,
that happened to a couple companies we inherited, and we’ve
done a pretty strong 180 in terms of investing. The other thing
that surprised us is how many people believe in syndicated
programming. We still believe in being live and local.

The name Townsquare has meaning
for your team because it speaks of
community. I take it that’s what you
mean about being live and local.
We spent a lot of time thinking
about the name. The image of
“town square” is exactly what we
want to convey in our markets and
to our partners.
If you look back, before the age
of nonstop communications, what
happens in the town square? It’s the
place people felt like they needed to be.
They were missing something if they weren’t
in or walking through it, checking in. “What’s the new
restaurant in town?” Where do I get my hair cut?” “What do
I do with my kids this weekend?” And that’s what we want to
do: Provide the products and tools on-air, online and maybe
elsewhere in our local communities, so that when people think
about viewing the world outside that particular town, they view
it through Townsquare. They might not know it’s a Townsquare
product, but they come either to our station, our websites or to
one of our events to see that world.
And what surrounded the town square for centuries were local
businesses selling goods and services. Well, that’s what we want.
We want principally local – and to a certain extent national and
regional – advertisers to want to be around us because that’s the
way they’re reaching their consumers.
We didn’t feel constrained by what had or hadn’t been
done in the past. We just looked at it as what’s right for our
listeners because if we don’t have listeners, we’re not going
to have a business.
What other media initiatives are you undertaking to
complement your broadcast properties?
Broadly speaking, we want to be the pre-eminent local media
company in our markets, and, potentially, even outside our
markets. We start with a great radio platform, but we will
evolve to having great radio stations and also, we hope, great
websites and other great businesses including live events. We
are investing pretty heavily to be that dominant local media
company. We’re playing offense as opposed to defense, so to
speak, which I think the industry has done for the past few
years. I’m not sure what other businesses we might or might
not get into. The new media, digital and mobile area is clearly
where we’ve started. We’ve hired what we think is a worldclass team led by Bill Wilson, who was former president of
AOL Media, and are focused on building great products for our
customers, whether it’s on-air or online.
In the last 90 days, for example, we have rebuilt all of
our station websites from scratch. If you go to any one of
our station sites, you’ll see a clean look that’s very focused
on giving consumers lots of local content and a good
complementary experience to what they might get on-air.
Explain the development of Taste Of Country, both as an
online service and branded concert event.
We love the country music business and the lifestyle; we
think it’s a great and growing genre. It’s increasingly part
of the fabric of America, and resonates really well in
the small-to-mid-sized markets where we are. We’re
a big believer in country on-air, online and at
local events, and want to support the business and
lifestyle.
In our early market visits, it appeared that we had
a lot of talent in the country music area. We own the No. 1
Country station in 24 markets, so we do have a good presence
in country. So it made sense to build a national country music
news and lifestyle site that would serve the talent well and offer
deeper content to current and potentially future consumers.
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How does your executive team, which hasn’t had its hands
knee-deep in programming, look at talent and the music?
I don’t pick records; that’s really not on the list of my day job.
And I don’t think people in our corporate offices should be the
ones picking records. We have Bob in Nashville, who spends
time helping our Country programmers all around the country
and thinks about what should be on our air. What works in
Tyler, Texas might or might not work in Shreveport. But we
have people in those markets who help make those decisions.
So I would say it’s more decentralized than a “This is the
playlist, run it wherever”; we’re not at that end.
We do spend time thinking about talent because we think about
some of the concerts we’re working on – either promoting or
helping to partner with other people promoting them – and we want
to make sure those are fruitful exercises for us and for the talent.
Does the long-term strategy involve buying more properties?
It’s about both organic growth, as well as through acquisition.
Our team has been involved in a number of acquisitions and
roll-ups in different businesses. That doesn’t mean we’ll do that
in the radio space, but we clearly would love to expand as long
as the stations we buy fit the criteria we want. We’re going to be
prudent, and don’t feel we need to grow. We feel have a broad
enough platform that we can enact our business plan at this size.
We love to dominate our local markets. But if we want to be
the town square, we actually have to be the town square. We
want strong clusters with strong ratings, good live and local
content on-air and online. In 90% of our markets, we’re either
the No. 1 or 2 radio group, and we like that positioning.
Would we like to buy good stations at reasonable prices? Yes. We
have pretty large ambitions to build a nice-sized company. While
we’re happy with where we are today and think there’s plenty of
organic growth ahead of us, we have been ambitious, acquisitive and
aggressive in past businesses. We hope to do so here, as well.
WYRK/Buffalo has been running a Taste of Country concert
for 10 years. Last June, I brought my wife and kids to it, and
GM Jeff Silver put us to work. Our whole management team
was out selling t-shirts. We’re hands-on! What we saw was
something that had a great brand affinity … people loved it.
While thinking about our site, somebody in Buffalo said,
“Why don’t you just call it Taste of Country?” So we did,
and launched Dec. 13. We’re already up to 70,000 Facebook
followers, which, from a standing start, is pretty good. The site
is closing in on six-figure unique visitors per month, 10 times
what we thought it would be. We’re doing many innovative
things, and our name is starting to get out there. We’re starting
to do some exclusive interviews, and launched a cute little
series where country stars picked the Super Bowl winner. Faith
Hill was the first we spoke to, but we listed a whole bunch
of country talent and the team they wanted to win, which we
thought would be a fun thing for our consumers.
We’ve also started a free Taste of Country News Minute for
our stations and others. It will help get our brand out there and,
it’s hoped, provide for some interesting content.

be in the New York area. I spend a lot of time talking to our
GMs and visiting them. We want to know what’s going on and
to see how we can help. There’s a lot of change going on in our
company, and we’re doing a lot of different things. We want to
make sure the lines of communication are wide open.
How do your Country stations fit in your overall strategy?
We have more Country stations than any other format, and it’s
by far our most important genre both in terms of audience, No.
1 stations and revenues. Our big money makers are often our
Country stations. I’d say Country is a key focus for our company.
What did you learn during your trip to Nashville last year?
It was very instructive for us. People were very open, and we
felt we had good meetings. Beforehand, we had thought we
should go deep in Country, but after that we became convinced.
Tasteofcountry.com is the first music portal we’ve launched, and
we’re building at least two concert series around it. So clearly,
we took it to heart.
Historically, which we really didn’t appreciate because
we haven’t been in the radio business, there are very strong

Can you do anything with Country in New York?
We don’t own any stations here, so it would be tough. It’s
something we’ve tried to kick around a little bit, and maybe we’ll
kick around a little bit more. That’s probably a fish bowl for others
to play in, not us. Our strategy is really the small and mid-sized
markets, and to provide services and product in those markets.
Is going public in Townsquare Media’s future?
We do employee roundtables with pizza in all our markets,
and that question comes up a lot. My answer is, I don’t know.
Clearly, we’re in it to build great consumer experiences and
to make money. What’s the best way? I don’t know today.
We’re early in this, nine months in. And we’ve been pretty
busy in those nine months. What I do know is that if we
build a great company – one that our consumers, partners and
advertisers like and feel they’re getting value out of it, and
that’s it’s a growing company – good things will happen to
us. I have no idea what that means in terms of going public
or not. That’s not something we’re focused on in the near
term or even midterm. We’re trying to build a business.

“”

You’ve also gotten into the touring business. The Cold Beer
and Reindeers tour?
Taste of Country in Buffalo is one example of the live events
we inherited, and we’re sort of hyper-charging that. We did an
eight-stop Christmas country tour through Texas, which we
called Cold Beers and Reindeers featuring Josh Thompson,
to really see if we could do a country concert in December.
Candidly, it was like, “Could we as a brand-new company
develop, produce and promote our own concert series?” We
were very pleased, I think the talent was, too, and the people
who came to the venues enjoyed it. So that’s something we’ll
probably continue in some form. And we’re doing many
additional concerts and events throughout the country in our
markets, some branded as the Taste of Country Concert Series.

What’s your strategy how headquarters deals with
individual stations?
In terms of corporate, I’d say we are more decentralized than
most. My view is that what works in Lubbock probably won’t
in Ft. Collins. As opposed to providing top-down decisions that
would probably be right in some places and wrong in most,
our corporate philosophy – and my partner [EVP/CFO] Stu
Rosenstein and I have done this in a number of businesses – is
to get great local managers and talent. We view corporate not
in terms of mandates, a bottleneck or to get in the way, but as
headquarters supporting the local markets. What should we be
doing to support them? What guidance do we need? What help
do they need? That’s the way we view the role of our corporate
office, which we call the “Town Hall.” For example, our
Nashville-based Country programming specialist Bob Moody
provides programming tools. We also have somebody who helps
coordinate our events, book talent, etc. We’re trying to provide
help to the markets, but, ultimately, it’s sort of a ground-up,
decentralized model, which I know is different from most.
Is there a regional executive structure, or does each cluster
go right to the Town Hall?
We have two Sr. VPs who help oversee the markets. We split the
company into Town and Square divisions. SVPs Erik Hellum
and George Laughlin, who were with GAP, run the Town and
Square groups, respectively, and we talk to them often. One’s
based in Phoenix, one’s in Dallas; it’s not like everyone has to
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we are more
decentralized
than most.
what works
in Lubbock
probably
won’t in
Ft. Collins.

relations between the Nashville country music community
and radio, which drives country more than other formats.
Candidly, I’m not sure we knew that. And that is to the
mutual benefit of Nashville and the radio industry. Without
getting too specific, our perception is that there are ways
the radio industry could have been more supportive of
Nashville and talent. Therefore, we felt a real opportunity
came from those meetings – a willingness and an openness
to think about new and different ways to partner with local
media businesses.
For example, we met with [George Strait’s manager] Erv
Woolsey. We’re rolling out the George Strait “cover” contest on
Taste of Country nationwide. People can cover “Troubadour,”
put it on YouTube and send the link to tasteofcountry.com.
George and his team will pick the winner, whom we will fly to
Lubbock for his concert at the end of March. George will give
the winner an autographed guitar onstage.
Another way I think we could be helpful is in getting a
jump on digital and social media. I think our early steps have
proven that we know what we’re doing. We’ve hired the team
and within a month have built up a pretty good country music
website. There are probably other ways we can help either talent
or others if they’re thinking about digital and social media.

Tell us more about those pizza roundtables.
We try to do them as often as we can. We’ve been to every
market at least once, and in some cases, two or three times. We
get the whole staff together, and it’s usually after the morning
shows. We spend between an hour to 90 minutes talking about
what’s going on in our corporate office, what we’re trying to do.
By now, they all know what our strategy is, so we don’t go such
high-level; we dig down into what’s actually going on.
Bill Wilson, who runs our digital business, is usually with
us, and talks about the new initiatives and then we spend a good
hour in Q&A talking about what’s going on in the market and the
business. I will ask, “What are we doing right and wrong? How can
we help you?” We want to hear, “If only I had this, I could do that.”
Our next trip involves seven markets and 1,100 miles in one week.
As the Internet invades radio’s last stronghold, the car, how
do you see maximizing your multiple platforms?
Anybody in an existing business could look at new technology as a
friend or foe. And to some extent, it doesn’t matter how you look at
it because it’s here, so we’re going to make it a friend. We believe we
have great local brands and great proprietary content. Our listeners
want access, and they want it wherever they are. So we view digital
as an untapped opportunity for radio. As long as we can build the
right products to make our brands accessible anywhere the consumer
is, we think that will inure to our benefit. And that’s what we’re
doing, so we are pretty bullish on the digital opportunity.
Have you been to any country concerts? Do you listen to the
music now? What do you think of our neighborhood?
Well, we like your little corner of the world, and are investing
heavily to support and partner with it to the benefit of Nashville
as well as our company. Personally, I like country music, and
you can ask my kids because we listen to it in the car. When
they try to change the station to pop, I turn it back to Country.
We always have a little give-and-take. I’ve always liked it;
I think it’s a great format. I wish there were more choices in
New York for country music, but I like the feel and vibe of the
concerts. Last year, I saw Billy Currington, Joe Nichols, Luke
Bryan and many others. We just had Joe Nichols in Albany.
As my kids will tell you, because they hear it all the time, my
ringtone is Zac Brown Band’s “Free.” I don’t have any favorites
because we love all of country music.
CAC

